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1.0 SUMMARY
Significantdifferencesexist in the noise generatedby engines in fHght and
enginesoporatingon the test stand. It has been observedthat these differ-
ences are reducedby the use of an inflowcontrolstructurein the statictest
situation.It is a purposeof this contract (NASI_15085)to producea design
system for inflow controlstructures.Thls report first describesthe results
of a test programconductedto developvarioustheoreticalmodels used in the
designsystem.Followingthis the designsystem is _eveloped.Finally an as-
sessmentof this procedureis made usingmeasured data.
The primaryresult of this work is a step by step inflowcontrolstructurede-
sign procedurein terms, for the most part, of parametersquantifiableby tee
designer.The assessmentof this procedureusing blade mounted transducerdata
was inconclusivedue to the transducerrespondingto stimuliother than the
engine inflowfield.However an assessmentmade with hot film data was very
encouraging.
|
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2 0 INTRODUCTION
Reduction of Jet engtne noise levels ts a continuing evolutfonary Iz_ocess and
significant noise reduction has been achteve4 since the advent of the ortgtnal
comerctal Jet aircraft tn the early_lg50's. Engine noise reductio_ features
are usually vertfteE by means of static, or. flight testing. $tnce the cost of
fHght testing ts much greater thanthat of static testing, use of the latter
technique results in stgnlftcantly lower costs being accrued to the develop-
ment of engine noise reduction features. As such, the use of static testtng
techniques should be fully exploited. The purpose of thts contract is to de-
velop, for turbofan engines, static testing techniques that result in measure-
ments of fan noise that _re representative of lnfltght levels.
It has been noted by variousobserversthat the noise producedby the fan of
turbofanenginesoperatingstaticallyon the test stand is greaterthan that
producedwhen the engine is operatingunder flight conditions.This may be a
result of both fan blade passingtone and broadband levelsbeing contaminated
by extraneousnoise sourcespresentduring static testing.As a consequence,
predictionsof flight noise levelsusing staticdata are consistentlyhigh. A
no lessimportantramificationis that flight noise sourcescannot be identi-
fied from noisemeasurementsfrom staticallyoperatingengines.Correspond-
ingly, noisereductiontechniquescannot be evaluatedon the test stand in the
presenceof a contaminatingnoise floor. To identifythe sourceof extraneous
noise it is necessaryto note that, st,tically,the fan intel=(:iswith a more
distortedinflowfield than It does when in flight.There are severaldistinct
characteristicsof the inflowfield that are quite differentwhen the engine
is operatingstatically,each of which could produceextraneousnoise.
Firstly,the ambientatmosphericturbulencefield in the vicinityof the
ground is more turbulentthan at higher altitudes.In addition,this turbul-
ence field is convectedthrougha very hlgh flow contractionwheh the engine
is operatingstatically,whereas, in flight,the turbulencefield convects
througha very _all contractionon its way to the fan. This high flow
00000001-TSA14
contraction In the static case results in a distortion of the field In whtch
the "eddles_' are "stretched", then "chopped" by successive fan blades, prgduc-
tng "bursts" of discrete noise that are ,trtually absent in *he flight opera-
tion of the engine,
Secondly, !n the static case, there exists stand structure and a ground plane
that ape so,rces of flow disturbances. Engine ingested atr passes over the
stand structure and the ground resulting in vortices and wakes in the inflow
field. Engtne case protuberances can also generate ingestible distortions.
Usually these sources of distortion do not exist tnfltght since the atr in-
gested into an engine has not passed over any boundaries.
Thirdly, the nace#le boundary layer ts different during static operations of
the engine. In flight, at takeoff and approach conditions, air is drawn into
the engine through a streamtube forward of the engine, which Is slightly
#arger than the fan, causing the locus of the stagnation points to be near the
leading edge of the nacelle. In static operation, however, air is ingested
from a much wider streamtube causing the stagnation locus to move rearward on
the outside of the flight nacelle. The acceleration of the flow from this
stagnation locus around the lip region produces higher local velocities than
those occurtng in f light andconsequentiy, a larger adverse pressure gradient
along the nacelle inner wail than that which Is encountered in flight. The
boundary layer then becomesthicker tn this region and may even separate (the
use of bellmouth inlets during st_ttc testing is an attempt to alleviate this
situation). Due to thcse differences In boundary layers, the area of the fan
tip that ts affected by the boundary layer' during static operation is probably
larger. The nacelle boundary layer in static operation is also affected by the
presence of free stream flow distortions which can locally perturb it. It
seemsprobable, then, that the nacelle boundary layer generated by static
operation of the engine constitutes a larger flow disturbance than its flight
counterpart and thus could be a cause of higher noise levels.
3
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Ftnally, since it is possible for the flow to be drawn frum all angles by an
engine on the test stand, turbulent flows from thejet plume may be relngest-
edo This distortion source is not present tn fltght. These dtsturbance_-(l.eo,
atmospheric turbulence, ground plane and stand induced distortions, dissimilar
nacelJe boundary layer and jet plume retngestton) are cop_tdered fo be the
mo_t important extraneous noise sources _ static engine operation. In order /
to obtain useful static acoustic data, it t_ therefore necessary to develop
techniques which modify the inflow field so that, for at¢ intents an_pur-
poses, the fan is operating as it would in flight. In the past, various tech-
niques for accomplishing this simulation have been used, including mounting
engines In wind tunnels and using devices upstre_l of the fan to condition the
inflow. Inflow Control Structures (ITS) for conditioning the flow have been
mounted upstre_n of the engine by several investigators. A boundary layer suc-
tion system has also been used tn conjunction with a screen. Both of these
techniques have resulted in reduced radiated noise levels, indicating the re-
duction of inflow _tstortton.
In view of the encouraging results achieved by the use of ICS's, the present
contractwas awardedfor the purposeof developingan inflow controlscreen
design procedureand a flight noise predictionprocedureusing data gathered
from the static testingof enginesequippedwlth such a structure.The use of
wind tunnels,or other techniquesfor simulatingthe flight environmentare
not consideredunder this contract,In addition,the problemof nacellebound-
ary layermodificationis not addressedunder this contract,but is certainly
an importantarea for future work. The major componentsof the contractare:
Phase I Definitionof A_ospherlc TurbulenceCharacteristicsand Engine
SensitivityStudy.
Phase II Developmentof InflowCone_olStructure(ICS) PreliminaryDesign
System.
Phase Ill InterimProceduresReport Developmentand Coordination.j
_1_ "
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This report describes a weliminary design system for the inflow contro]_
structure (ICS). Specifically Tasks F, G and H are addressed here.
An Interim Phase II report, previously published, contains details of the ana-
, lytical models used in the design system. The results of a test program de-
signedto assess and/ormodify these analyticalmodels are reportedi_ere.Sub-
sequently,the models are modified and used to developan ICS designsystem.
This design system is exercisedfor the JTgD and JT15D. Finally,the ICS de-
sign system was assessedusing blademounted pressuretransducer(BMT) data
k_ gatheredunder the P&WA/BoelngJoint Noise ReductionProgram.
I
This report, in conjunctionwith the InterimPhase II report comprisesthe
final Phase II report. [t should be noted, that in this report and the Interim
Phase I! report,the te_m "screen"is used in it's generalsense_thus,
perforatedplate,honeycomband gauze are all types of screen.
k
i
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3.O SYMBOLS
a CharacteristicDimension
ao Speed of Sound
B Fan Blade Number
b Wake Width
D ContractionLength
DO....Inlet Diumeter
d DetailDimension
F Velocity PSD
Nomalized VelocityPSD
f Frequency
AH Tota'_PressureLoss
K PressureDrop Coefficient
KE KineticEnergy
k_ WavenumberVector
L IntegralLengthScale
Thickness
_1 ContractionRatio
M Mach Number
N IsotropicTurbulenceCharacteristic
NR Noise Reduction
P PressurePSD
p Pressure
FunctionDefined in 6.4
q DynamicHead
0
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R Radius
Re Reynolds Number
r Vortex Radius
SPL Sound Pressure Level
s Defined in 6,4
Mean Velocity Vector
_U1 VelocityDeficit
TurbulentVelocityVector
m X StreamwiseDistance
Xo VirtualSource Distance
x PositionVector
._B
m z EngineHeight
zo Terrain-CharacteristicHeight
_-_ ZREF ReferenceHeight
_._ _ Flow Angle Ratio
_ Bias._ F"_• circuIatIon
Velocity SpectrumTensor
y IsotropicTurbulenceCharacteristic
7, Blade RelativeMean Flow Angle
e Angle
X._, MinimumSensitiveScale
p Mean SquareVelocityComponentRatio
v KinematIc Viscosity
p Air Density
Open Area Ratio
BMT Path Angle
CircularFrequency
?
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Subscripts
A Pre, Contraction Or Screen
Atmosphere
A_ Ambient
B Post, Contraction or Screen
c Core
i EFF Effective
F FIigirt
Final Contraction
H Honeycomb
I InitialContraction
ICS At ICS
l,j Indices
L Lower
m Microphone
max Maximum
NS No Screen
n UpwashComponent
o Fan Face Conditions
P PerforatedPlate (Gauze)
R Receiver
REF Reference
S Source,Static
SC Screen
TU Total Upstre_
TD Total Downstream
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4.0.._BACKGROUNP....
It has long been knownthat the flight and static test environments of an en-
gine are different. For instance, in 1966, $ofrtn and HcCann(I) recognized
the existence of noise generation mechanisms peculiar to ground operation of
an engine° They identified "natural atmospheric air currents" and 9round vor-
tices as causes of inflow distortion that, upon interaction with a rotor, pro-
duce noise. They also surmised that the inflow into a fan in flight was not
distortion free, but probably had e different distortion flow field than which
existed during static testing.
Subsequently, accumulated evidence (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) showedthat not only were
static and-fllght inflow distortions different, but that the static distortion
field generated noise levels, especially blade passin 9 tone levels (and possi-
bly its harmonics)that were significantlygreaterthan those generatedin
flight.However,while the source of the extraneousstatic noise is generally
ascribedto the more disturbedinflowfield,the particulardistortiontype
responsibleis not clearly defined.For example,Cumpsty and Lowrie (2) pro-
duced results that indicated that boundary layer changes were important at re-
lative tip Mach numbers lessthan .85. In the flow outsidethe boundary layer,
they suggestthat distortionsproducedby the contractionof the ambientat- _
mos_eric turbulencefield are important.Hanson's (?, 8, 9) measurementsof
inlet flo_ flelds are explainedby that authoralso as the resultof contrac-
tton of the atmospheric turbulence, although, in some situations, he also
identifies distortions due to flow over the stand structure. Distortions have
also been detected that were generated by protuberances on the exterior
nacelle casing (10). Earlier work by Povtnelli et al (11) identified distor-
tions of the inflow by the installation structure. Hodder (12) examined among
other things, the noise generated by a JTISD at two heights from the ground,
and found the ground vortex interacting with the rotor to be e significant
source. Recent P&WA/Boetngexperience under the Joint Noise Reduction Program
(JNRP)indicatesthat on a full size test stand,ground effeets,stand struc-
ture and possiblyabnc,pherlcturbulencecontr_bdteto inflowdistortions
i._ 9
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(13). The above review indicates that any or all of the distortion sources can
exist but to a varying degree depending on the details of the test stand con-
figuration.
Significant suppression of these flow distributions has been achteved by the
mounting of Inflow Control Structures (ICS) upstream of the inlet. These
structures consist of screening mateHals either supported by a frame or sub-
: stanttally self supporting with the mtntmuntof unnecessary structure.
Published-experience with ICSs has been quite varied. The scales of the fans
has ranged from model to the large high bypass ratio fan. The ICS has been
placed In the inlet duct and externally.
The in-duct ICS has consisted of either a honeycombpanel mounted upstream of
the rotor (12, 14, 15) or multiple gauze screens at the inlet entrance (4).
All except Leggat and Stddon observed a reduction in tone level, however,
these investigators did note a change in blade loading caused by the suppres-
sion. of transverse velocities in a ground vortex. Suppression of this vortex
nearer its stagnation point resulted in noise reductions. In conjunction wlth
the noise reduction, Hodder (12) observed a reduction in axtal length scale,
as detemtned by making auto correlations of the hot wire signal obtatned at
the fan face. Hodder ascribed the notse reduction to a change in length scale
caused by the screen. However, Jones, et al, (15) demonstrated that honeycomb
screens mounted In the inlet duct have an acoustic transmlssslon loss associ-
ated with them, so there is some question as to the reason for the noise re-
f ducttons when the mounted in the inlet.
screens are
The externally mounted ICS's do not suffer from this problem of acoustic
transmission loss to any great degree (15, 16). In general, all screens of
this type (17, 18, 15, lg, 20, 21, 13, 22, 23, 24) produced a significant re-
duction in tone noise at subsonic relattve tip Mach numbers, whether in the
anechoic chamber, wind tunnel or on the test stand. The work of Rogers otal
(13), Atvars et al (22) and McArdle et al (23) demonstrates conclusively, with
the use of blade mounted pressure transducers, the substantial clean up of the
inflow field that can be achieved with the ICS. In addition, Rogers and Ganz
|0
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i(13)o by comparingstatic and flight BM? data show that the ICS goes a long
way to reprqducingthe flightfan face environment.Woo_ard et al (24), and
KarLtolaet alp(21),have also used inflowboundarylayer modificationin con-
Junctionwith an InflowControl Structureto produceencouragingresults.
While unl_rsal screendesign criteriahave not yet been determined,certain
L desirablecharacteristicshave e_lergedbased on the literaturereviewed.These
characteristirs are sunlnarized below:
o The minimizationof.acoustictransmissionloss is enhancedby
use of external ICSs as opposedto use of ICSs mountedin the
I engine inlet (I_5,16).
o Distortionsuppression,primarilyof transversevelocities,is
effectedby use of honeycomb.Honeycombcharacteristicssug-
gestedby Ho, et al, (25)are-thata length to diameterratio
of 5 to 10 is necessary.However,Ginder (26) shows that in-
creasingthis ratio beyond 2 does not improvedisturbancesup-
pression.This latter view is born out, in same degree,by
Prandtl (27).
o Axial velocitydistortionsuppressionis effectedby use of gauzes or
perforatedplate becauseof their relativelyhigh pressureloss coef-
ficients.
o Distortions generated by honeycombstructure can be suppressed by use
of gauzes mounted downstream of the honeycomb,as suggested by the
work in references(17), (25), (26)and (28).
o Gauzes and perforatedplatescan be mountedupstreamof the honeycomb
to protectit from damage by incomingdebris.
II
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o Inf|ow_control devices should be designed to avid large structural
members and discontinuities (as noted b_Lowrie-and Ne_l_ (16) and
PWA/Boetngexperience) since they can give rtse to self generated
distortions entering the fan, As can be seen from the above review of
the literature, the feasibility has been shown of using an inflow
controlstructureduringstatic testingto effecta better simulation
of the fan inflightflow field. Certalndesirabte characteristicsof
ICS designshave been identified,but as yet, a design proceduredoes
not exist. An ICS designprocedurethat is genera)lyappplicableis
devetopedin the presentwork.
12
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5.0 TEST PROGRAM (PHASE II TASK F)
The purposeof this programwas to providedata to empiricallyverifyor cor-
rect the analyticalmodels for the ICS design procedureidentifiedin the In-
terlm Phase II report (2g).The tests conductedwere basicallyof two types,
aerodynamicand acoustic.
The aerodynamictests consistedof determiningthe effect of flow contractionaud screeningon inflowdistortionelementsand turbulence.In additionscreen
pressuredrop coefficientswere measured.
The acousticportionof the programconsistedof measuringthe effect ofstructuralmembersa d pan l c rners the ac usticradiationfield. (This
-
was describedin part in (29).Acoustictransmissionlossmeasurementsacross
variousscreenswere alsomade.
. In the followingsubsectionsthe aerodynamicmeasurementsare discussedinSection5.1 and the acousticdata in Section5.2.
5.1 The Effect of a Flow Contractlonand Screeningon Turbulenceand Steady
Flow Distortion
The tests were carriedout at Pratt & WhitneyAircraft's25.4 cm suctionrig
facility.Flow throughthis rig is providedby three 450 hp vacuumpumps.Duct
velocitiesrangingfrom 18.29m/s to 121,95m/s were generatedto enc_pass
the range of contractionratios llkeSyto be experiencedby the engine on the
test stand.A bellmouthwas mountedon the suctionduct to ensure a smooth
transitionof flow from the test room into the 25.4 o_ duct, A schematicdia-
gram of the basic configu,-ationis shown in Figure I.
A turbulencegeneratorwas mountedupstreamof the test room as shown in
Figure2. This consistedof a plenumwhich exhaustedinto the test room
througha seriesof opposingJets (porcupine)(Figure3). This arrangement
|3
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l,i M _ / SNOUT _ PI.IINUM
PLENUM j U ULIUU I[_
21$._CM 76,2 CM
l
f'! rlrl n rt
,URRU.C.
2 M - GENERATOR
_1ffuteI kslc Conflguraelon of Suction Rig
Figure 2 The P2_num chamber uf _he Turbu2enc_..Generatot
Figure 3 ?urhu2ence Genera_Ir_ Devlc.e
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_reoe Wnke Turb. Axfal Radial Posttfons Duct Vel_cftteB Fleas,
Test _ ...... G+._.... Ge_. _ _±_ei. mL __B_n_tn_.q_m/_t)_xype
IA None - - Yes -;_0.32 (CL to +10.1+) (P4.39 to 121.95) #?
25.4 (CL to +412,7) (30,49 to 12|,95) #4
55.aB (30.49 to 121.95)
]B Non 3.81 _. Rod No *2D.32 (-10.16 to +10,]6) (30.49 to 121.95) #1
5.08 x 7,62 Rod
5YM. AIF (NACA
Sertes 6)
3,81 _. Rod 55.88 (-3.0 to +3.8) (30.49 to 121.95) #3
3.81 Sq. Rod 25.4
5.00 x 7.67 Rod 55,88
5.o8 x 7,_ Rod 2_.4
SYM, AlP (_CA 55.88
Series 6)
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 25.4
IC .953 cm 8/C - - Yes 48.26 (CL to +12.7) (30.49 to 121.95) #4
.953 cm It/(; . - 30.48
1,27 cm H/C . - 48.76
1.27 cm H/C - - 30.48
2.54 cm H/C - - 48.26
2.54 cm H/C - - 30.48
41_ O.A, P.P. + - 48.26
41_ Q,A. P.P. . . 30.48
66_ O,A. P.P. - - 48.26
66% O.A.P.P. . - 30.48
10 .953 cm 3.8 Sq. Rod No 48.26 (-12.7 to +12.?) (53.35 to 121.95) f3
Honeycomb 3.8 _. Rod 30.48
5.08 x 7,62 Rod 48.26
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 30.48
Tfp Vortex A/F 48.26
(_CA 0012)
Ttp Vortex AlP 30.48
(NACA 0012)
1._P7cm 3.81 5q. ROd 48.?.6
Honeycomb 3.81 Sq. Rod 30.48
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 48.26
5.08 x 7.67 Rod 30.48
Tip Vortex A/P 48.26
(NACA 0012)
Tip Vortex A/F 30.48
(_CA 0017.)
2.54 cm 3.81 Sq. Rod No 48°26 (-12,7 to +12.7) (53.35 to 12_,.95) #3
Honeycomb 3.81 ,_1. Rod 30.48
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 48.?.6
5,08 x 7.62 ROd 3C.48
Tip Vortex A/F 48.;_6
(NACA 0012}
Tip Vortex A/F 30.48
(NACA0012)
411_O.A. 3.81 Sq. Rod 48.26
Perf. Plate 3.8| Sq. ROd 30.48
5.08 x 7.62 48.26
5.08 x 7.6? 30.48
-_1. ROd
66% 0.A. 3.81 Sq. Rod 8o 48,76 (-12,7 to +12.7) (53.35 to 121.95) #3
Perf. Plate 3.81 5q, Rod 30.48
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 48.26
5.08 x 7.62 Rod 30.48
Tip Vortex A/F 48.26
(HACA OOl?)
Tip Vortex A/F 30.48
(NACA 0012)
Figure 4 Conflguratlons and Measurement Eocatlons For ConCractlon and
Screening Tests "
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tsbased on a similar design of R. Betchov (30) and Woduces, to some degree,
tsotroptc turbulence of reasonably high intensity. For the steady distortion
part of this progr_n the porcupine was removed and the outlet snout of the
generator covered wtth honeycombto provide a untfom flow over thedtstortton
generating bodies. Measurements of the velocity fields were_ade in the duct
itself and upstre_n of the suction duct.
Cutstde of the duct, measurements were madewith traversing hot wire probes.
The alignment of the probe traverse mechanism was accomplished by mounting the
probes on support rails attached to 2.54 cm thick steel bed plates. The probe
positions were set using a laser beam directed along the rig axis. For the
turbulence and vortex measurements, 'X' wires were used enabling two compon-
ents of velocity to be determined. Specifically, these were the streamvLlse
velocity component and the vertical transverse component. A single hot wire
was used to measure the steady streamwise velocity distortions.
Inside of the duct, in the high velocity region, the turbulence and mean velo-
city measurements were made with 'X' hot wires and a wedge probe, respective-
ly. The wedge probe allowed the magnitude and vertical angle of the component
of the mean velocity vector in the vertical plane to be determined. Figure 4
contains a table of the measurement types and probe locations for the contrac-
tion and screening experiments. AJJ turbulence fields were investigated with
two probes to provide information about their transverse nature. A description
of the measurement types and their accuracy is presented in Appendix A.
5.1.1 The Contraction of Turbulence and Steady Distortions
The contraction of turbulence was measured with the turbulence generating por-
cupine in place, In the plenum. The measurements were made at three axial lo-
cations through tile contraction (55.8 on, 25.4 cm and -2D.32 cm referenced to
the bellmouth face wtch negative distance downstream) as shown tn Figure 5.
_-_ The two probes were separatedby incrementalamountsat each locationin the
horizontaltransverseplane. The sum and differenceof the signalsfrom
16
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Figure 5 Axial Measurement Locations for Turbulence Contraction Experiment
each hotwtre probe were recorded on magnetic tape and subsequently analyzed.
Tile duct velocities examined in the contraction experiments nominally ranged
from 30.48 m/s to 121.95 m/s. This allowed contraction ratios from about 1 to
21.3 to be examined.
Auto correlations, cross correlations, PSDsand mean square values were ob-
tained directly from the analysis. Figures 5 and 7 show how the auto corre#a-
tions of the stre_wlse and transversevelocitycomponentschange as the tur-
buSenceis convectedthrough variouscontractions.It seems that the turbul-
ence deviatessomewhatfrom the isotropicat the initialpoint since the auto
correlationfunctionof the streamwlsecomponentbecomesnegative;however,
the turbule,tkineticenergy is reasonablyevenly distributedat this point.
The streamwlsecomponentauto correlationsat the two highestcontraction
ratiosdisplaysomewhatanomalouscharacteristicsas the tendencyto narr_vlng
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of the auto correlation with Increasing contraction is reversed in these two
cases, This is explainedlateras due to transferof turbulentkineticenergy
from the transversevelocitycomponentby turbulentinertialeffects.From the
auto correlations,thls energy Is transferredinto the lowerfrequencies.The
transversecomponentauto correlationsindicate littlechange in energy dis-
tributlonas the turbulenceis contracted.The correspondingchanges in the
PSDs are shown in Figures8 and 9. The change in the transversestructureof
the turbulenceas it is contractedcan be found from the cross correlation,an
exa_Ipleof which is shown in Figure 10. From the cross correlations,estimates
of the transversespatialauto correlationscan be made by taking the values
of the correlationat zero time delay and plottingthem againstthe spatial
separationof the probes.Examplesof these spatia[auto correlationsare
shown in Figure 11 as the contractionratio increases,and the decreasing
transverseextentof ti_ecorrelationarea ir. apparent.From these plots, esti-
mates of the integral lengthscaleswere made and examinedin lightof the
analyticalmodels in Section6. The change in the mean square valuesof the
componentvelocitiesis shown in Figure 12 and the initialsuppressionof the
streemwisevelocityand the amplificationof the transversevelocitythat is
observedby other investigators(31,32)is also seen here.
Turbulencefields are not the only type of distortionto be encounterec'in
static engineoperation.Steady and quasi-steadyvelocitydistortionscan also
be presentand the effect of a contractionon this type of distortionwas also
examinedin the suctionrig facility,The distortiongeneratingbodiesthat
were consideredwere a 3.81cm squarerod, a symmetricNACA Series 6 airfoil,
and a s_nmetrlcNACA 0012 airfoilwas used to generatea tip vortex.The axial
measurementlocationswere the sane as for the turbulencemeasurements.
The evolutionof a steady axial ,_elocitydeficitas it is convectedthrough
the contractionis illustratedby the wakes of the airfoiland the rod shown
in FigL,re13. The airfoilwake is vPry rapidly aridtotallysuppressed,while
that of the bluff body persistssomewhatlonger. I, both cases no trace of the
wakes was found at the -20.32 ¢m (in tllesuctionduct) location,at which the
hlghestcontractionratios occurred.
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Figure 12 The Change in the Transverse Corre2ation of the Transverse
Component on Convection Through the Flow Contraction (Contraction
Ratio - _l)
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Figure 12 Variation of RMS Velocity Through the Flow Contraction
The NACA 0012 airfoilwas set at the highestangle of attackpossiblewithout
stalling,in order to generateas strong a tip vortex as possible.This was
done by observingthe flow over it with a cottonthread._Theangle of attack
was about 140. The vortexwas positionedapproximatelyon the rig axis. Both
strea_wlseand a transversevelocitycomponentwere measured in the vortexand
the changesin these two aspectsof the velocityfield as the flow accelerates
are shown ipFigures 14 and 15. The transverse,or azimuthal,velocityfield
is substantiallyunchangedby the flow contractionwhile the streamwlsevelo-
city deficitassociatedwlth the vortexincreasesand broadens.This behavior
of the streamwisedeficit is completelyoppositeto that observedfor the two
dimensionalwake and indicatesthe need for vortexsuppressionas near to the
origin as possible.
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Figure 15 The Streamwlse Veloclt_ Field in a Vortex Under F1owContractlon
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5.1.2 The Effect of Screenson Turbulenceand SteadyDlstortions
As i_the contractionexperiment,the turbulencepart of this test was con-
ductedwith the turbulencegeneratorin place.Five screentypes were examin-
i ed; three were made of honeycomband two of perforatedplate.The honeycomb
" used had a naninalcell diameterof .3175cm and the thicknesses(cell lengths)L
were 0.953cm, 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm givingthicknessto cell diameterratios of
• 3, 4 and 8 respectively.Tilecorrespondlnghoneycombconstructionmaterial
thicknesseswere 0.008 cm, 0.005 cm, and 0.01 cm. The perforatedplates that
were tested had 41 percentand 66 percentopen area.The hole diameterof each
!
b platewas .0366cm and the plate thicknesswas .0126cm. Each screenwas
t mounted nonBalto the rig axis, 38.1 cm forwardof the bellmouth,by means of
a supportingframe and measuromentlocationswere upstreamand downstreamof
the screen at 30.48 cm and 48.26 om (Figure16). The duct velocitiesranged
from 30.49m/s to 121.95m/s. This variationalloweda range of screen
throughflowvelocitiesto be observed.A summary of test configurationsand
probe locationsis shown in Figure 4.
SCREEN
SAMPLES
.2
• $ •
1-----
38.1 CM
' -_20.32-CM • 25.4 CM
t'-" 55.88 CM _"
Figure 16 Axial Measurement Locations for Turbulence Screen Experiment
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For the turbulencefield definitionthe same techniqueswere used as in the
contractionexperiment.Auto correlatlonsPSDs, cross correlationsand mean
square values of velocitycomponentswere determinedon either side of the
screens.The effect of the variousscreenson the auto corr_latlonsof each
velocitycomponentis illustratedin Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20 with the cor-
respondingPSDs shown in Figures21, 22, 23 and 24. The presenceof small
scale turbulencedownstreamof the honeycombsis immediatelyapparent.While
sane of this may be residualfrm_ the upstreamfield, the majority is due to
turbulenceself-generatedby the screen.This pheno_lenonis particularlyap-
parent In the transverseturbulentvelocityc_ponent which is heavilysup-
pressedby all honeycombs.The auto correlations(whichare all normalized)
downstreamof the perforatedplate,however,do not show a distinctbi-rnodal
behaviorwhich indicatesthat the self generatedturbulencespans the whole
spectrumrather than being confinedto the higherwave numbers.This is borne
out by the PSDs downstreamof the perforatedplate,where the level increases
at all frequencieswith increasingthroughflowspeed (Figure25). The turbu-
lent energy generationat the low frequenciesis due to the unboundednature
of the flow and the finitenessof the screen.The high resistanceperforated
plates probablydivertthe incidentflow over the edges of the plate where it
separatesand therebyproducesturbulentkineticenergy at wave numberscor-
respondingto the plate dimensions.The PSDs of the velocitycomponentsdown-
streamof the honeycombshow the low wave number energyto be constant,with
the higherfrequencylevels increasingwith throughflowvelocity.The change
in the transversestructureof the turbulenceacross the screencan be deter-
mined to sane extent by the cross correlations.An example of these for honey-
comb and perforatedplate is shown in Figures 26 and 27. Estimatesof the
transverseintegrallengthscale change are made from these which are discuss-
ed in Section6. The streamwiseintegrallengthscales determinedfrom the
auto correlationsare alsoex_mlned in Section6. In view of the contamination
of the downstream(postscreen)turbulencefield with self generatedturbu-
lence, it was necessaryto extract the residualupstreamturbulencefield from
theseresults. This is discussedin Section 6 and in consequencethe modifica-
tion of the upstreamkineticenergy componentsby the screensIs discussed
there.
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Figure 17 The Change in the Strearuwise Component Autocorrelation Across the
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Figure 18 The Change in the Stream_ise Component Autocorrelstlon Across
Perforated Plate. Duct Speed 76.2 m/s
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FO_ the steadydistortionportionof this experiment,the generators-usedwere
a3.81 cm square rod, a 5.08 an x 7.62 cm rod and the aforementionedNACA
0012 airfoilfor making a tip vortex.The rods producedstreamwisevelocity
deficitsand the effect of the two screen types on them is shown in Figures28
and 29. In general,the hi@er the resistanceof the screen,the greateris
the suppressionof the deficit.The screen having the highestresistance,the
41 percent open area perforatedplate producesa deficit inversion,changing
the wake into a Jet.
The tip vortexazlmuthal,velocityfield was destroyedby all honeycombtested,
(Figure30), however,the axial velocitydistortionassociatedwith the vortex
increasedacross the honeycomb.It is interestingto observethat this distor-
tion is almostcusp-like.The perforatedplateswere not effectiveas suppres-
sors of the vortex,as can be seen in Figure 31. The core of the vortex be-
comes larger due to the plates,but outsideof this region,littlechange is
seen in the azimuthalvelocityfield. The axial velocitydeficitchange de-
pendedon the open area of perforatedplate.The lower resistanceplate in-
creased it while the highersuppressedit. These contraryeffects could be due
to the previouslymentioneddeviationof the flow aroundthe plate.
5.1.3 The PressureDrop Coefficientsof the Screens
Theoreticalmodels of the pressuredrop coefficientsof perforatedplate and
honeycombw_re presentedin (29). Valuesof the pressuredrop coefficientsof
the screenswere used in the test programwith a view to assessingthese theo-
reticalmodels. Brieflythe theoreticalmodels are for a honeycomb,BIasius,...................
pipe flow coefficientformula,
.3164
K : Re.---_" _ 1
i.
While the results of the work of Bainesand Pearson, discussedin 29, was sug-
gestedfor perforatedplate
i 2
K Cc (l-s) -
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Figure 28 The Change in a Wake From a 3.81 c_n Square Rod on Convection
Through a Screen
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The screen pressure drop coefficients were obtained by placing the screens
over a nozzle and measuring the static pressure drop across them. This infor-
mation, together with the velocity at the screen (detemined with a cal.tbrated
- venturi)allowedthe screenpressuredrop coefficientto be calculated.A
"L schema,tic diagramof the test arrangementis shown in Figure 32. A gauzewas
mounted upstremlin the supplypipe to producea uniformvelocityprofile at
the test screen.The pressuredrop coefficientis, by definition:
]( =
.
m or in terms of the measured quantities.
PSU - PAMB
K = 1 2
_Pu i 4
1.115 CM NOZZLE
MEASURING VENTUR!
N
GA
STATIC PRESSURE
TAP
Figure 32 Schematic Diagram of Screen Pressure Drop Coefficient Measurement
Arrangement
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These quantities were measured at several throughflow velocities and the re-
suits are shownIn Ftgure 33. The loss coefficient of each screen is reason-
;_- ably constant with throughflow velocity. The higher sol tdity perforated plate
i (41 percent open area) has a higher resistance than the 66 percent open areaperforated plate, The resistances of the 0,95 cm and 1,27 cm thick honeycomb
screens are apparently reversed; however, as was noted earlier in this sec-
tion, the 1.27 cm honeycombis made of a thinner material. This raised the
possibility that there was a significant base drag contribution to the honey-
combpressure drop. This possibllity, however, was discounted since the open
area ratios of the screens were between 98 p rcent, and99 percen . On tnspec-
y
tion of the (}.95 cm honeycombunder a microscope, it was seen that there was
muchmore burring of this honeycombthan the other two and the inconsistency
in the pressure drop coefficients was ascribed to thiS. In Figure 34 _ table
is showncomparing measurements and theoretical predictions of the pressure
drop coefficient. As can be seen for the 1.27cm and 2.54 cm honeycombs,there
was a ratio of about 2:1 between measured and predicted values. The burred
0.95 cm honeycombhad a corresponding ratio of 3.8:1. _[t seems, then, that en-
trance conditions to the honeycombcan be important in determining the pres-
sure drop coefficient,K, and even with apparentlysmooth inlet conditions
there is still sufficientroughnessto raise the value of K above the smooth
pipe value. It should be recalledthat in (29)the pressuredrop coefficient
of a 0.95._ di_eter honeycombwas accuratelypredictedby Blasius'formula......
•3164 R 5
K = _ • _[
It is thus concludedthat for any given honeycombIt is possiblefor its pres-
sure drop coefficientto be up to four times the Blaslus'coefficientand a
typical val_ of two is suggestedfor design purposes.
.6328
K = Re---_ " d" 6
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The measured values of the perforated plate pressure drop coefficients are
consistent with the theoretical values, Figure 33, and thus lend confidence to
the model,
5.2 The TransmissionLoss and OirectivityEffectsof ICS Elements
In the acousticpart of the test program,the transmissionloss of various
screenmaterialsinthe presenceof flow was measured. In addition,the effect
on the radiationfield of possiblediscontinuitiesin the ICS structurewas
examined.
5.2.1 The AcousticTransmissionLoss of The Screens
The screenstested in the aerodynamicpart of the progr_ were also used in
the transmission-J-essmeasurements.Inthe ICS configurationto be encountered
on the test stand the angle of incidenceof the acousticwave to the screen
material will be approximatelynormal. In any event, for the perforatedplate
this representsa worst case, and the honeycombtransmissionloss is very in-
sensitiveto incidenceangle. (i.e. Transmissionloss <ldB, for incidence
angle <51 °)
The measurementswere made at P&WA's dual reverberationchamberfacility.The
source of noise was a Nor-Aire generatorand flow throughthe duct was provid-
ed by vacuum.pumps.A schematicdiagramof the test arrangementis shown in
Figure 35. The test sectionlay betweenthe reverberationchambersand the
ductwas 2.54cm in di_eter to ensureonly plane wave propagationover most
of the frequencyrange of interest.The screen s_ples are shown in Figure 36
and the method of mountingin the test sectionis shown in Figure 37. The no-
minal throughflowvelocitiesfor which the screen transmissionloss was mea-
._ suredwere 6.1 m/s, 9.15m/s and 12.2m/s. The noise generatedby the Nor-Aire
then propagatesupstreamthroughthe screen.An array of three microphoneswas
placedin each of the chambers,Figure35. The signalsfrom eachmicrophone
were recordedsimultaneouslyfor a no-screenconfiguration,in additionto the
O0000001-TSD14
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Figure 35 Microphone Locations for Transmission Loss Measurements
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0. g5 cm, 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm thick honeycombs and the 66 percent and 41 per-
cent open aroa perforatod plates. Subsequently, a one third octave band
I analysis was performed on the data from which estimates of the transmission
I loss were made.
To determine the transmission loss of the various screen samples the noise re-
duction between each chamber was first conputed for each configuration. These
noise reductions were obtained by subtracting the levels at each pair of mi-
croph es for each one third octave band, i.e.,
NI_,.=SPL S - SPL R 7
Since there are three microphones in each chamber this operation produces nine
estimates of the one third octave band noise reduction for each configuration.
The transmission loss of each screen sample is then found by subtracting the
no-screen (baseline) noise reduc_on from the noise reduction obtained for
each screen sample.
TLsc = NRsc- NRB _" ( SPLS - SPI'R)SC (SP['S- SPLR) B 8
Equation 8 produces, therefore, eighty one estimates of each one third octave
band transmission loss for each screen sample, from which the average and
standard deviation of the attenuation may be found.
For the ideal situation of truly reverberant source and receiver chambers, the
computations described above would be redundant since all microphones in any
chamber at a given condition would produce the same measurement and one cal-
culation would be sufficient to define a screen transmission loss. However,
this is not the case in practice and the forming of many transmission los.s
estimates enhances the confidence in tileresult.
The standard deviations of the one third octave band transmission losses for
all screens and flows were, in general, of the order of the mean value. The
majority of tilevalues were then not significantly different from zero.
47
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The average value of the 66 percentopen area perforatedplate transmission
loss increaseswith throughflowspeed. There is however, littlevariationin
that quantitywith frequency,as can be seen in Figure 38. where the 9.14 m/s
flow case is shown.At 12.19 m/s there is a considerableIncreaseln transmis-
sion loss, (Figure3g).Themean transmissionlossof the 41 percent open area
perforatedplate however,decreaseswith increasingfrequencyat all speeds.
With increasingspeed there is small change in the averagevalue, althoughat
12.19 m/s, Figure40, the scatterof the data is higherthan for the lower
speed conditions.The reasonfor the differencein behaviorof the two perfor-
ated plates in frequencyis not understood.In addition,the higher transmis-
sion lossmeasuredfor the higher open area plate at the higherone third oc-
tave bands is intuitivelyquestionable,
The transmissionlossof the 0.95 cm honeycombis unchangedby increasing
throughflowspeed.The mean value is approximatelyzero for all one third oc-
tave bands,except the highestwhere it increasesto a maximum of about 1.5
dB. The transmissionlossshown in Figure 41 for the 9.14 m/s flow is typical.
The 1.27c_,honeycombhas similarcharacteristics.The 2.54 cm honeycombhas a
mean transmissionlossthat is more uniformin frequencythan the thinner
honeycomb,see Figure 42. In addition,the mean increasedwith flow speed from
about 0 dB at 6.1 m/s to 2 dB at 12.19 m/s. In spite of the large standard
deviationof transmissionlossvalues encounteredhere, thereis an indication
that the thickesthoneycomb(2.54 cm) may attenuatea normallyincidentwave
at the highestflow speed (12.19m/s). This suggeststhat the resistivecom-
ponentof the honeycombimpedanceis no longerinsignificantin this case.
In summary,then, there is a possibilitythat at the higherflow speed (12.19
m/s) the perforatedplate of 66 percentopen area and the 2.54 om honeycomb
have non-zerotransmissionlosseseven thoughthe standarddeviationsare
large.In contrast,the thinnerhoneycombs(0.95 cm, 2.37 om) presentno
significant_bstacleto the incidentsound field. The 41 percent open area
perforatedplate appearsto attenuatethe incidentfield in the lowerone
third octave bands. These resultsare comparedwith the theoreticalpredic-
tions in Section6.3 below.
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5.2.2 The Effect on AcousticField Directivityof HoneycombCorners and
Structure
lhe test Woman was perfo_nedat Pratt & WhitneyAircraft'sanechoiccha.ber,
X-207 stand.The test setup is shown in the schematicdiagramin Figure 43 and
in Figure 44. The chamberhas a volumeof 340 m3 and is lined on all sur-
faces with speciallyconstructedanechoicwedges to providean anechoic
envirom_entfor fre@lenciesal_ve 150 Hz. The floor, designedto be acousti-
cally transparent,is constructedof tensionedwiremesh locatedabove the
t 1oor wedges.
-- n i iiii I
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A metal frame fabricatedfrom angle iron was used to simulateone corner of
the ICS, Figure 45. Meeting at an angle of 1350, two .61m x .61m sheetsof
7.62cm thick .g5 cm cell honeycombwere attachedto the frame to form an
angle of 135°. The cornerformed by the sheets of honeycombwas sealedwith
?
tape to preventsound leakage.The honeycombwere removableto allowfor test-
in9 of other corner structures,such as a 2.54cm diameterround rod and a
2.54 an square bar. Sou,d insulationmaterialwas added to all exposedmetal
structures(otherthan the test sections)to preventspurioussound reflection
patterns.The sound source used was a 2.54 em diameterUniversityDriver Model
;_ Number ID65X locatedin line with the corner of the frame and the 1200mi-
_I crophoneas shown in Figure 45. A 12.7 on diametermetal cone was installedon
) the drimr to assurea smooth acousticdirectivitypattern.The driverwas in-
stalledon a rotatingmount to allow for changesof sound incidences(O°,
50, 100, incidenceangles)with respectto the corner structure.The
driverwas activatedby a GeneralRadio Model 1310 oscillatorused in conjunc-
tion with a MclntoshModel MC30 ampllfler.The source was drivennominallyat
2 KHz, 5 KHz and 9 KHz. Capabilityto reorientthe frame structurewith re-
spect to the microphone arraywas also utilized.
i
61 M DRIVER
HONEYCOMB -_
r
10 *_ INCIDENCEANGLEli
TEST CORNER
i(REMOVEO FOR BASELINE) .El M
FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW
Figure 45 G ometry of RonegeombPane2 MountingFrame
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Acousticslgna_swere detectedby a polar array of .635cm diameterB&K micro-
phones (Model4135) positionedat nol_al incidencesto the sound source at a
distanceof 4.57 m. Microphonemeasurementswere taken at 20 incrementswith
respectto the sound source.Two microphonepositioningmethods discussedbe-
low were used to obtain the data; however,only Method (B) proved satisfactory.
Method (A)
Six microphoneswere locatedat angTesof 1100, 1150, I;0°, 1250,
1300 and 1-40° with respectto the test stand verticalaxis. At each test
conditionthe frame was repositionedangularlyfrom 0° to 80, in 20 in-
craments,effectivelyprovidingmeasurementsevery 20, from 1020to
1400. This techniquewas curtailedduring the test programwhen problems
were encountered.The sound field withinthe chamberdid not remain consistent
for each positionof the frame structure,resultingin a discontinuousdirec-
tivity pattern(i.e. repositioningof the frame produceda differentsound
field in frame fixed coordinates).
Method (B)
Twelvemicrophoneswere locatedevery 2o from 1100 to 132o relativeto
the test stand verticalaxis. The angularrange was necessarilysmallerthan
Method (A); however,the resultant(Lirectivitypatternremainedconsistent.
Test timewas alsoreduced sincefewer configurationchangeswere required.
For each incidenceangle tested a base line conditionwas obtainedto define
the directivitypatternsof the driverand frame alone.To obtain the base
}ine condition,sound levelswere measuredfor each microphoneat each of the
nominalfrequenciestested;2000 Hz, 5000 Hz, and 0000 Hz. Severalrepeats of
of the base ]ine conditionswere made to assuremeasurementconsistency.The
measurementswere repeatedwith the varioustest items attached;i.e., honey-
comb, 2.54cm squarebar and 2.54cm round rod. For each of the microphones,
the resultswere then subtractedfrom the base line data at the corresponding
$4
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incidence angle and frequency to give the directivity modification due to the
presenceof the body. The honeycombcorner configurationwas repeated at each
- incidenceangle with an aluminumtape seal to determinewhethersound leakage
- occurredwith the screen cloth tape ',eal.The results indicateno noticeable
j differencesin dlrectlvitypatterns.
The directivitypatternsobtainedfor the corner betweenhoneycombpanels have
been presentedin (29) and discussedhere.An example of these patternsis
given in Figure 46 (The predictionshown is that obtainedfrom the theory de-
scribed in (29)).In generalmore disruptionof the far acousticfield was ob-
._ servedwith increasingfrequencyand incidenceangle.
• The two rods producedsb_metricdirectivitypatternsand the modificationto
_ the free field patternwas also greaterin omplitudeat_the higherfrequen-
1 cies, as can be seen in Figure 47. The rod X-sectionalshape does not affect
,_ the directivity patterngreatly.
.-'{ 5.3 Conclusion
The major observationsfrom the test programwere
o The flow contractionamplifiesthe transverseturbulentvelocitycom-
ponent and at low contractionratios, it suppressesthe stream-wise
velocitycomponent.At high contractionratios the streamwiseturbu-
lent velocitycomponentincreases,althoughIt did not attainthe
startingvalue.
o Steadystreamwisevelocitydeficits are suppressedrapidlyby the
flow contraction.The azimuthalvelocitycomponentof a streamwise
alignedvortexwas substantiallyunchangedby the flow contraction.
The streamwisevelocitydistortionassociatedwith the vortex in-
creasedin amplitudeand extent.
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o The turbulencedata gathereddownstreamof both honeycomband perfor-
ated plate was contaminatedwith self generatedturbulence.The
honeycombscreen suppressedthe transverseturb_lentvelocityfield.
(The effect of the screenson otherturbulenceparametersis discuss-
ed in the next section,where the residualupstreamturbulencefield
is separatedfrom the screenself generatedfield).
o Steady streamwisevelocitydeficits are suppressedaccordingto the
resistanceof the screen.In the resistancerange studiedhere, the
hi_er the resistancethe greaterthe suppression.The azimuthalve-
locity field of the vortexwas totallysuppressedby the honeycombs
and somewhatreducedand dispersedby the perforatedplates.The
st__amwise_elocitydistortionassociatedwith the vortexincreased
on convectionthroughthe honeycomband the 66 percentopen area per-
forated plate.
o The resistanceof perforatedplate is adequatelypredictedby theory.
The resistanceof the honeycombis dependenton the entrancecondi-
tions and this precludesaccurateestimatesof the resistancefor an
arbitraryhoneycomb.However an estimatemay be made, by doublingthe
value obtainedfrom Blasius' expression(Equation6).
o The transmissionloss of the thinnest honeycombs(.g5 an and 1.27 an)
is negligibleand invariantwith throughflowspeed. The thickest
honeycomb(2.54 an) has a transmissionloss that increasedwith
throughflowspeed to 2ribat 12.1gm/s.
o The transmissionloss of the 66% open area perforatedplate is negli-
gible at the lower speeds (9.14m/s and 6.1 m/s) but increasesto 2rib
at 12.19 m/s. This attenuationis constantin I/3 octave band. The
41% open area perforatedplate transmissionloss decreasedwith fre-
quencyand changeslittle with throughflowspeed.The transmission
loss is significantat the lower I/3 octave bands.
5?
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o The presenceof honeycombpanel cornersand structurecan disturbthe
radiationfield of a simple discretesource by significantamounts.
The hi_er the frequencythe higher the disruptionof the radiation
field.
The data gatheredduringthe test programwas used to assess and, if neces-
sary, modify the theoreticalmodels presentedin (29).The results of this
comparisonare discussedin the next section.
6.0 THE DEVELOPMENTOF THE ICS DESIGNSYSTEM(TASK G)
In this sectionthe test results of Section 5 are used to assessand/ormodify
the analyticalmodels describedin (29).Then the designcriteriafor an ICS
are examined and the criteriafor ICS locationand materialselectionare es-
tablished.The processis presentedas a step by step procedureand exercised
for the JTgD and JT15Dengines.
6.1 The TransferFunctionsfor the Effectsof Contractionand Screeningon
Turbulence
Measuredchanges in a turbulencefield due to convectionthrough 1) a flow
contractionand 2) variousscreens,were describedin Section 5. Theoretical
models of these phenomenawere identifiedin the InterimPhase II Repo_t (29).
The aim of this sectionis to comparethe theoreticaland experimentalresults
and.therebyassess the models. If necessarythe theoreticalmodels will be
, modified.
6.1.1 Contraction
The comparisonof measuredwith predictedcharacteristicsas the turbulenceis
convectedthrougha contractionbegins at the coarsestlevel,_thekineticen-
ergy, and proceedsthroughincreasinglydetailed propertiesto the power spec-
tral densities.
The measured kineticenergy_ratioacross the contractions,as a functionof
contracti_-r_tio,is shown in Figure 48 togetherwith the predictionsusing
the simplemodels. The measured-variationis approximatelylinear in contrac-
tion ratio and its gradientis approximatelyhalf that of the theoreticalvar-
iation. This discrepancyis in part due to viscousdissipationnot accounted
for in the model. A correctionfor viscousdecay was susgestedby Ribner and
Tucker (33) and appliedby Tucker and Reynolds (34)to their data with some
success (i.e. their correcteddata was in closer agreementwith Ribner and
59
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Tucker_sTheory). This correctionis based on a linear decay of turbulentkin-
etic energy with distancein a uniformmean velocityfield, and can be written
as
KE _ ( X - Xo) "I @
where Xo in Equation9 refers to the positionof the virtualsourceof the
turbulence.This correctionwas appliedto the presentdata and the corrected
values are shown in Figure 49. Also shown in this figure are data gatheredby
Uberol (31) and Hussein and Ramjee (32).These data are also viscousdecay
correctedand as can be seen, the data are in goodagreement with each other.
Various contractiontypes were studiedby these investigators;Uberoi ex=nined
contractionsof squarecross section,Husseinand Ranjee consideredcircular
c_oss sections.The contractionrates were also varied.The agreementis quite
close and thus the decayprocess throughthe contractionis not stronglyde-
pendenton the detailsof the contraction.
On comparingthe viscousdecay correcteddata to the predictionsof the
Batchelor-ProudB1an,Ribner-Tuckertheory,much closeragreementis observed
(Figure50). The simple theory predictionsare not as close as the Batchelor-
Proudman,Ribner-Tuckertheory.The correcteddata is still somewhatlow at
the-highercontractionratios,but this is attributableto error in estimating
the locationof the virtualturbulentsource,i.e, Xo-
The next higher level of detail of the turbulencefield is suppliedby the RM$
valuesof the componentturbulentvelocities.Two velocitycomponentswere
measured in the test programand the resultingRM$ velocityratios throughthe
contractionare shown in Figure 51. These data are not viscousdecay corrected
in this figure.The predictionsusing the simpletheory of Prandtl discussed
in (29)overestimateboth the increasein the transversevelocitycomponent
and the suppressionof the streamwisevelocitycomponent.The theory of
Batchelor-Proudman,Ribner-Tuckerproducespredictionsthat are closer to the
data but still err in the sa_e way as the simpletheory predictions.A reason
for the departurefrom the linear theory (in additionto the viscousdecay
discussedearlier)was foretoldin the InterimPhase II Report (29). There it
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was stated that for thls configurationthe turbulenceinertialeffectsare not
negligibleand that consequentlythere would be a tendency to return to iso-
tropy in the contraction(or perhapsmore accurately,a tendencyto equipartl-
tion of the kineticenergy betweenthe three velocitycomponents).This ten-
dency is seen most apparentlyin the streomwisecomponent(Fi_Ire51) as it
reaches a minimumand subsequentlyincreases.This type of deviationfrom the
1Ineartheory is not explainableby viscous decay. The tendencyto equiparti-
tion is shown more clearlyin Figure 52 where the ratio of the RMS values of
the transverseto streamwisevelocitycomponentis plottedas a functionof
contractionratio.At the higher contractionratios amaximum of this RMS ra-
tio is reachedand subsequentlya tendencyto equipartitionof kineticenergy
is s_.en.The predictedvalues are also shown on this figure.The anisotropy
predictedby the linear theory is observedin the data only at low contraction
ratios (<2). In this regime for the presentconfigurationthis probablycor-
respondsto the regionwhere viscousdecay and turbulenceinertialeffectsare
°: negligible.The data of Uberoi and Hussein and Ramjee will now be comparedto
the currentdata.
; Figure 53 comparesthe data of Uberoi and, Husseinand Remjee.The first thing
:- to note is that the close agreementin kineticenergy ratio data of the three
experiments,prevlouslynoted, is repeatedwhen the transverseRMS velocity
ratios are compared (i.e.The ratiosobtainedby dividingthe RMS value at a
contractionof _I by the RMS value at a contractionratio of unity).The
transverseRMS velocityratio data of Uberoi agrees very closelywith the pre=
sent data. The data of Hussein and Ramjee is somewhatlewer than Uberoi's and
the currentdata, but those authorsnote that the positionat which their ref-erenceRMS values were determinedwas not the same as Uberoi's (who used the
beginningof the contraction).I)usseina_d Ramjee assertthat their transverse
RMS velocitydata agreescloser to that of Uberoi if the s_rnereferenceposi-
tion is used. Thus the variationof the RMS ratio of the turbulenttransver-_s-e
componentis to a largeextent independentof the contractionrates and shapes.
The viscousdecay correctionfor the threeexperimentsis similar,so that the
same statementcan be made of the correctedtransverseRMS ratio data.
O3
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In contrast,the RMS ratios (l.e.Ratio betweenthe RMS value at contraction
ratio ¢I and at a unity co._tractionratio) of the streamwlseturbulent
veIocltycomponentfor the variouscontractionsare qufte differentalthough
the general trendsare simllar.Thls appears to be in confllctwith the pre-
viousobservationthat the total kineticenergyratio and the transverse
ve]ocityratio variationsare approximatelythe same, for the experimentsof
Uberoi,Hussein and Ramjee and the presentdata. For if the kineticenergy is
the same and the transversecomponentsare the same, one would expect the
streamwlsecomponentvariationsto be the same for all three experiments.How-
ever, if the stre_wise turbulentvelocitycontributionto the kineticenergy
is small comparedto that of the transversecomponentsthen variationsin the
streamwisevelocitycomponentlevel will not affect the magnitudeof the kine-
tic energy significantly.This is the case for the contractionsconsidered
above,except at the lowestcontractionratios,
In view of the dominanceof the energy In the transverseturbulentveloclty
components,It Is importantthat the behaviorof this componentbe properly
modelled.Thus the viscousdecay correctionis appliedto these components.A
comparisonof the correctedtransverseRMS levelswith theory is shown i_n
Figure 54. There is close agreementwith predictionsusing the Batchelor-
Proudman (35),Ribner-Tuckertheory.The simple theory is not as good. The
Batchelor-Proudman,Ribner-Tuckertheory when correctedfor viscousdecay then
providedthe best estimatefor the transverseRMS ratio through a contraction.
3_1 (X - Xo) A
-- "3 : --4- ,Ix - xol, 10B
Neitherthis theory nor the slmple theory are close for the streamwlseRMS
ratio predictionsalthoughat the low contractionratios (<6) before energy
transferis apparent,the 8atchelor-Proudman,Rfbner Tucker theory pruv_desa
reasonableestimate,The mode] for this componentwil| be selectedbased on
this and other considerationsto be discussedin Section6.4.
(,5
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The variations in length scale ratios (i.e. The ratio between the length scale
at a contraction ratio of 1 1 and the value at a contraction ratio of unity)
I throughthe contractionare shown in Figures55 and 56. Four integrallength
i scales were computed from measurement (as described in Section 5) an axiall
and a transversescale of the streamwiseturbulentvelocitycomponent(LII,
i L13) and an axial and a transversescale of a transverseturbulentvelocity
component(L21, L23). Consideringthe data first, it is interestingto
notethat the tendencyto equlpartitionof energyobservedbetweenthe turbu-
lent velocitycomponentsis not reflectedby a tendencyto isotropyin the
_ integrallengthscales.The axial scales increaseand the transversescales
decreasealmostmonotonically.Both axial scalesand transversescale ratios
of the streamwiseturbulentvelocitycomponent,(i.e.L11B LI3B ), are well
LIIA 'L---_A
predictedby the simpletheory.The scale ratios of the transversecomponent,
(i.e, L21B L23B ), however,are not well predictedat the higher
L21 A ' L23 A
contractionratios.The measured componentscale ratios, (i.e.LI3B , L23B ),
LI3A L23 A
are closer to the predictionsof the viscous-decaycorrectedRibner-Tucker
theory (33),also shown in Figures55 and 56. The lengthscale ratios were
determinedusing this theory by U. Ganz (36). He found that for the transverse
velocitycomponents
<L I)B
= - 11
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The predictionsin Figures55 and 56 used the expressions11 and 12 with the
viscouscorrectedmean square velocityratio discussedearlierin this sec-
tion. In consequencethe ICS designsystem will use the simplemodels for the
streamwise componentIengthscales and Ganz's formulation (withthe viscous
correctedmean square velocityratio)for the transversevelocitycomponent
lengthscale ratios.
Two types of PSDs of the turbulentvelocityfield were determinedby measure-
ment, (see Section5), both in the frequencydomain (whichcorrespondsto the
it streamwisewave number under the frozen turbulenceassumption)of the trans-
verse and streamwisevelocitycomponents.The pre and post contractionPSDsare shown in Figure 57 for the transver evelocitycom nent.There s very
i littlechange in this PSD over the contractionrange examined.It should be
noted that in this figureand Figure 58 only the spectralshapesare being
compared(each PSD has been normalizedby it'sm ximum valu ) Thi result,
i.e., the constancyof the transversecomponentPSD, is inconsistentwith the
simplemodel since from the measurement
F2B ((o)_ P2A ((,i) 14
where F denotesa normalizedPSD and notingthat
(o= UIA klA = UIB klB 15
This is Taylor'sfrozen turbulenceassumption,and the PSDs in this equation
and in the subsequentsection,show the frequencydomainmay be mapped into
either the upstreamor downstreamaxial wave numberspace using these trans-
formations.
Then Equation 14 becomes
b9
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This is in conflictwith the simplemodel which would predictthat
oP
The_approximationof Equation 16 is, howeverpredictedby the Ribner-Tucker
theory (33). In their report the comparisonof the PSD, F2 (kI) before and
after the contractionshows that the PSDs are very similarin shape when plot-
ted as a functionof the upstreamstreamwisewave number.
The streamwisevelocitycomponentPSDs are shown in Figure 58. Each PSD is
denotedby the contractionratio at which it occurs.Those marked wlth I are
pre contractionPSDs. If this figure is viewedtogetherwlth Figure 51 it is
immediatelyapparentthat as the streamwisecomponentRMS value becomeslower
its spectrumshape divergesfrom the pre contractionPSD. At a contraction
ratio of 5.65, a minimum in the RMS value is reachedcorrespondingto a PSD
shape that is most differentfrom the pre contractionPSD. Subsequentlyas
energyis transferredinto the streamwlsecomponentfrom the transversecom-
ponent,the streamwisePSD becomesmore similarto the pre contractionPSD. In
the pre energy transferregion (i.e.contractionratios <_5.65), if the PSDs
are plottedin terms of the local wave number, it is clear that they are very
similarin shape.An exampleis shown in Figure 59 where the PSD at a contrac-
tion ratio of 2.29 is comparedwith the pre-contractionPSD. In short,for
contractionratios _<5.65.
This is in accordancewith the simplemodel. The characteristicsof this BSD
as predictedby the theory of Ribner and Tucker (33)and in the extensionof
U. Ganz (36) are not observedin the streamwlsevelocitycomponentdata.
71
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FromEquation 19 and the correspondingmeansquare veloctty and tntegral
length scale ratios, the relationship betweenthe un-nonnalized PSDsmaybe
detemt nedas
LIIB
r1_ (k1_) = "I LIIA _IA (kZ^) 20
100 .
I I, I I I l
100 200 300 400 500 600
WAVENUMBER - m"1
Figure 59 Comparison of Rorma21zed Pre and Post Contraction Streamwlse Wave
Number PSDs ( _I = 2.29)
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For the other streamwisevelocitycomponentPSDs, it is reasonable,in view of
the good agreementof the predictedlengthscale ratios withmeasurement,to
assumethat these PSDs will be related in a similarmanner to Equation 20. In
generalthen for the streamwlsevelocitycomponentin the initialcontraction
region'
At the higher contractionconditionsthe streamwisecomponentspectrachange
radically.This is due to the transferof energyfrom tiletransversevelocity
componentsdiscussedearlier (recallthat the energytransferredfrom the
transversevelocitycomponentis smalI initiallycomparedwith the total
transversevelocitykineticenergy, but is large,comparedto the-existing
streamwisekineticenergy. Thereforewhile the effect of this transfer-onthe
transversespectra is small,the effecton the streamwisevelocitycomponent
is large).Specificallythe stre_nwisePSD receivesenergyin the low fre-
quencyregime and this is expected sincethe mechanismof transfer is iner-
tial. Neitherthe simplemodel nor the linear theor_of Ribner and Tucker pre-
dict the effect of energy transferon the stre_nwisecomponentof the turbu-
lent velocityfield. However,there is an alleviatingconditionthat will be
discussedbelow.
The comparisonsof measuredand predictedPSDs togetherwith the scale and RMS
velocityratio comparisonspoint to the conclusionthat the transversecharac-
teristicsare mest accuratelyportrayedby the viscousdecay correctedRibner-
Tucker, Batchelor-Proudmantheory.Thus the 6 transvsrsevelocityPSDs will be
modelledin the ICS designsystem by the viscousdecay correctedformulations
of Ribner and Tucker and Ganz (33,36)who extendedthe work of Ribner and
Tucker to completethe PSD matrix.The streamwisevelocityscales and PSDs in
the pre-energytransferregion, describedabove, _'ceaccuratelymodelled by
the simple theory.O'_hercharacteristics,namely,the RMS velocityratios and
PSDs in the energytransferregion are not describedwell by either theory and
it is appropriateto discussat this time the alleviatingconditionmentioned
above that lessens-theimportanceof accuratelypredictingstrewn wise charac-
teristics.
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The c_nponentof the turbulentvelocityfield that Is probablymost important
as regardsnoise generationIs the upwash in the tip region of the fan rotor.
As shown in (29) this is relatedto the transverseand streamwiseturbulent
velocitycomponentsby means of the relativeblade inflow angle,_o,
I"n ((L_):= FI ('_))_'°s2 _0 _ I"2 (I,))sill2 _0 22
where F denotesa PSD and the subscriptsI and 2 refer to the streamwlseand
transverseveloclty components,respectirely.
Integrating this equation over frequencyyields,
2 2 + u 2 sin _0 23
-- u I cos _0
Now if it is assumedthat the turbulenceis initiallyisotropicthen
and the ratio of the mean squarevalues of the upwash com-
ponentacrossa contractionmay be written as
(-os )o+ sin _o 24
where B denotesthe post contractionlocationand A, the pre-contraction,or
upstreamlocation.In the tip region of a JT9D, a typical valueof _'ois
300. If this fact is used togetherwlth the measured data at a contraction
ratio of 21.3 then an estimateof the mean squareratio of the upwash velocity
componentacross the contractioncan be made, and is
= .2883 25(-)2 t _S_ REAMW ISI; I}IANSV}',llS},A
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The upwash velocity ratio thus appears to be dominated by the transverse tur-
bulent velocity componentand hence the prediction of the turbulent upwash
velocity through the contraction is probably not strongly affected by errors
in the streamwtse component characteristics provided the energy transfer is
not too far advanced. Consequently for the purposes of the ICS design system
and in view of tile te,dency of the streamwise component energy to recover at
the high contraction ratios encountered on the test stand (see Figure 53.
where at a contraction ratio of 21 the streamwtse RMSratio -_ .6). it is sug-
gested that the streamwt se component mean square veloctty ratio be approxi-
mated by .5 in the higher contraction reglme(_l> 6, say). With regard to
the post contraction streamwise PSD. in this higher contraction region, there
is some similaritybetweenthis PSD and the pre contractionPSD in the up-
streamwave number,kiA. It is thus suggestedthat the PSD relationshipsbe
at the higher contractionratios,for purposesfor ICS design.
FIB ( kjA ) = Ul LIIBA FIA (kjA) 26
In summarythe contractionmodels to be used in the ICS designsystem are
Item Source Expression
Kinetlc KEB
Energy = 1
Ratio _ _ I _J]- + 21'2 I 27
Trans_rse Ribner-
Component Tucker 3_ 1 (X - Xo) A
Mean |'2 = I'3 = T _I X _ X° %I 28Square Batche]or-
VelocityRatio Proud_an B
Streamwlse _'i q1-2= _i < 6
Component Prandtl 29
Mean
Square Data i,1 = .5 el _> 6 30
Velocity Ratio
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Item Source Expression
Transverse Ribner- ( L21 )B ( h'll)h £i2Velocity Tucker ..... .. 31
Component Ganz ( L21 ) A ALengthScales ( LJ1) $'2
(L22)B - (L33) B i_11/2 3Z
(L23)L_(_'_2)B 1
- 33
_i U2
Stream.ise Simple ( I'll ) B 34
Velocity Model = t 1
Component ( ',11)ALength Scales
(_13),,(L,2)_ij235
i'_)A(,,12)^_i
?o
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| tel. Source Express t on
Transverse Rlbner-
Veloctty Tucker
Component Ganz
Length Sca]es
2klA2 !uN_I 1 +
3g
/
" I_N_1
37
-:- _-_ s 4 -_ "'_
F
BIB
-'_ Streamwise _IB (kjB) 111 (LlJ) B= FIA
Velocity Data ( I'l"} ) AComponentPSDs 38
(k]A) _1 < 6
I.'.ll{ (k]A): ;_} ........(I]i)I_ ,' _ (i 39
( i,|i)A FIA ( kiA ) 1 "
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6,1,2 Screening
i
i The experimentaldeterminationof the effect of a screen on a turbulencefield
convectingthrough it, is complicatedby the turbulencegeneratedby the
screen itself.This screen-generatedturbulencecontominatesany downstreami
_' turbulencemeasurementsas noted in Section 5. Furthermoresince the energy
lost from the mean flow is convertedin part into turbulentkineticenergy by
the screen,the greaterthe mean flow energy loss the greaterwill be the tur-
bulentkineticenergy gain, Thus the screen generatedturbulenceintensity
level can be expectedto increasewith increasein screen resistanceand
throughfIow speed.
The contamination of the downstreamturbulencefield was particularly evident
in the perforatedplate configurations.This contaminationis illustratedin
Figure 60 where pre and post screen transversevelocitycomponentPSDs are
shown for variousthroughflowvelocitiesfor the 66% open area perforated
• plate.As the duct speed increases(this is the velocityin the suctionrig
i! duct, Figure 5), the throughflowspeed increasesand the self generatedturbu-
lence increases.It should be noted that the PSD level increasesat all fre-
quencies.The high frequencyincreaseis due to turbulencegeneratedat the
perforatedplate holes while the increaseat lowerfrequenciesis probablydue
to the large scale turbulencegeneratedby the flow around_theedge of the
screen.This lattersource of self generatedturbulencewill not be presentin
an ICS.The small scale hole-associatedturbulence,however,will be present
but will not contributeto the fan tones providBdthe perforatedplate hole
size is small.
I_ order to extractthe characteristicsof the residual upstreamturbulence
fie_d, uncontaminatedby screen generatedturbulence,it was felt that since
the downstreamintensitiesand kineticenergy increasedas the throughflo_
increased,if the data were extrapolatedback to small throughflowvelocities,
a reasonableestimateof the residualturbulencecharacteristicswould be ob-
tainable.In Figure 61 the kineticenergy ratios acrossthe perforatedplates
are shown as functionsof duct velocity.On extrapolationback to zero duct
78
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speed (this corresponds to a low throughflow velocity), values of the kinetic
energy ratio d(_ primarilyto the residualturbulencefields are obtainedfor
the two perforatedplates (66%open area, 41_ open area). The extrapolationis
performedusing duct velocitysince the screen throughflowvelocity is not as
accuratelyknown. These data are comparedwlth simplemodel predictionsand
Townsend's(37) data (obtainedusing gauzes)in Figure 62. The agreementis
good.
This techniqueis also used to estimatethe ratios of the mean square values
of the turbulentvelocitycomponentsacrossthe perforatedplates.The extra-
polatedvalues obtainedare shown comparedto theory and Townsend'sdata in
Figure 63. As can be seen, the currentlymeasuredtransverseand streamwise
componentratios indicatea return to isotropyfor each perforatedplate (it
should be noted that the turbulenceupstreamof each perforatedplate appeared
to be approximatelyisotropic)(Thereturn to isotropyis at a more advanced
stage in the presentexperimentaldata than in Towr.send'sdata).Neithercom-
_ ponentratio is, in consequence,predictedwell by the theoryof Taylor and
_ Batchelor(29) or the simpletheory,althoughthe measured streamwisecompon-
ent ratio for the highersolidityperforatedplate (41%open area) Is not much
: differentfrom the theoreticalprediction.The values of the velocitycompon-
ent ratios predictedby theorydo providean upper bound to the extent of the
unequalenergy distributiondue to the screen.The assumptionof a return to
_, isotropyprovides the lower bound.The choiceof a model for the mean square
velocityratio will be discussedin the contextof the test stand situationin
_ Section6.4, below.
!:i The integrallengthscale ratioswere also determinedby extrapolationand
CI'._ they are shown in Figure 64 where they are comparedto the predictedvalues
using Taylor and Batchelor's theoryand the simple theory.Four Iengthscale
_ ratios were determine _or each perforatedplate. They are those of L11,
_; L21, L13, L23 where,L21, for instance,is the Integrallengthscale of
the u2 velocitycomponentin the xI direction.
_0
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The measured scale ratios do not agree well with either theory. Thts is not
unexpected in view of the lack of agreement at the mean square velocity ratio
level. However, the discrepancy is not due to the returning of the turbulence
to tsotropy since this would require that the scale ratios be all of the same
value. Thus, as observed tn the contraction experiment, while the energy dis-
tribution tends to equtpartitton between components there is not a correspond-
ing tendency for the length scales to attain their tsotroptc values. The scale
data is, however, to so_e extent questionable due to the diffusion of the flow
by the perforated plate. This diffusion has little effect on the kinetic en-
ergy ratio acrossthe perforatedplates.Consequentlythe scale model will be
chosen as a result of other considerationsdiscussedbelow in sub section
6.1.3.The shape of the PSD of the transversevelocitycomponentdownstreamof
the perforatedplates is similarto that upstreamat the lowerfrequencies
(Figures65 and 66). The higherfrequenciesare contaminatedwith self-
generatedturbulence.This agreementin spectralshape is in accorda,cewith
the simpletheory.The streamwlsecomponentPSD's (Figures67 and 68) tend to
becomesimilarin shape to the correspondingpre-screenPSD's as the plate
throughflowvelocitydecreases.Thus these data tend to supportthe simple _
theorythat, as a whole, the PSD_shapeof the upstreamturbulenceis unchanged
by the perforatedplate.This may be the result of the tendencyto return to
IsotropyobservedIn the mean squarevelocitycomponents.
In summary,both PSD's and mean square velocityratlo'sindicatea tendencyto
returnto isotropy.The integrallengthscales do not yield clear information.
The kineticenergy change acrossthe perforatedplate is predictedfairly well
by the simpletheory as are the residual turbulencePSD shapesdownstreamof
the perforatedplate.The effectof the honeycombon convectedturbulencewill
now be considered.
The turbulencefield downstreamof all honeycombsexaminedwas alsocontamina-
ted by self-generatedturbulenceas noted in Section 5. It is seen in the PSDs
(seeFigure 74, for example)and is particul,_lynoticeablein the Buto cor-
relationsof the transversevelocitycomponent,Figure 69. Here the increasing
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level of high frequency turbulence is seen with increasing through flow velo-
city. This increasing level of-high frequency energy is manifested in the
autocorrel atton as a progressl rely sharper sptke, The upstream autocorrela-
tions are also shown in the figure, and the higher frequency energy content-of
the downstream turbulence field is self-evident, The extraction of the resid-
ual turbulence levels and Integral length scales is carried out by using the
auto correlations, (see Figure 70). (This procedure is used rather than the
extrapolation method described for the perforated plates because it produced
more data points and also becausethe self generatedturbulencewas not clear-
ly definedin the perforatedplate auto-correlation,)Thus the turbulentkine-
tic energyratio acrossthe honeycombcould be found for the turbulencecon-
vectedthroughthe honeycomb,uncontaminatedby self-generated.turbulence.(It
is unlikelyin view of the small scale of the self generatedturbulencethat
it will contributeto fan tone noise, however,.l;here_.could.bea contribution
to fan broadbandnoise).
The ratios determinedfrom the residualconvectedkineticenergy are shown in ....
Figure 71. They are plottedas a functionof the pressureloss coefficient.
This parameteris chosenrather than the flow angle ratio (_) which is effec-
tivelyzero for each honeycomb(seeSection 5). The theoreticalvaluesof the
kineticenergy ratio are also shown as a functionof pressureloss coefficient
for _ = O.
KEB 1(]) 2KE A = 3 I+"K 40
The agreementwith the predic.tloa_oi_thesimpletheory is good.
The mean squarecomponentvelocityratios (with the self generatedcontribu-
tionremoved) are shown in Figure 72. The streamwisevelocitycomponentlevels
are higher than the transversecomponentlevels.The equipartitionof energy
observed downstreamof the perforatedplate is not therefore,repeatedin the
case of the honeycomb,as might be expected,since honeycombgreatlyattenu-
atesthe transversevelocitycomponent.On comparisonwlth predictedlevels,
however, it is noted that the measured transversecomponentlevels are higher
I(9
i
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Figure 70 Extraction of Residual Upstream Turbulence Characteristics From the
Downstream Autocorrelation
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Figure 71 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Kinetic Rnerg_ Ratios Across
Honeycomb
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than the predicted values (of approximately zero) while the streamwise compon-
ent values are for the most part, lower. A slight tendency to tsotropy or
equlpartltionof the turbulentkineticenerg_relative to the theoreticalpre-
dictionis thus indicated.
Again then, as in the case of the perforatedplate,_he data lie betweenval-
ues predictedassuminga retupn to isotropyand those predictedassumingno
return.The situationlikelyto be encountereddownstreamof an actual ICS
will be discussedin the followingsection.
X .95 CM HONEYCOMB--
UPPER-STREAMWISE D 1.27 CM HONEYCOMD
LOWER.TRANSVERSE O 2.54 CM HONEYCOMB
m SIMPLE THEORY
im
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I: The integral length scal.erattos are shown in Flgu_re 73. The te-ansverse scale
_. ratios tend to be close to the predicted value of unit4, while the axial
length scale ratios are on the whole somewhat.higher. The 2,54 cm thick honey-
comb(K - .79) yielded erratic values and this was due in part to the low
[- level of the residual turbulence compared to the honeycombgenerated level. ,
_. The length scale rati.os support the non-tsotropy in-.the turbulence ........field
ob
i_ served in the energy distribution, The length scale ratios may be roughly
_, approximated by unity and this value wtll be used in the ICS design system.
f The change tn shape of the PSDs of the two velocity components is shown in
Figures 74 and 75. The 2.54 cm thick honeycombconfiguration is shown here,
but the comparisons are typical for the other honeycombs. Each PSD is normal-
lzed by tts maximum value thus allowing a comparison of the shapes to be made,
The comparisons of the streamwtse velocity component PSDs, Figure 74, indicate
that the honeycombgenerated turbulence increases with increasing throughflow
speed. Thts corresponds to the deductions made previously from the autocorre-
lattons. In addition there is a tendency for the downstream PSDshape to ap-
proach the upstream PSD shape as the throughflo_ velocity decreases (i.e. at
the 30.48 m/s duct velocity condition, corresponding to the lowest throughrlow
speed, the downstream streamwise velocity PSD is most similar to the upstream
PSDshape). The transverse componentPSD comparisons show a similar trend,
however, because ot' the extreme suppression of the component, the downstream..
PSOs are dominated by the self-generated turbulence even at the lowest through-
flow velocity. The current measurements then provide little information on the
distribution of the residual energy in the transverse velocity component down-
stream of the honeycomb,The tntegt'al length scale ratios discussed above are
roughly unity, which suggests that the residual energy distribution of the
transverse velocity component could be similar to the prescreen distribution,
These data then do provide somesupport for the simple mode] PSDrelationship
FijB = FijA 41
where F represents a PSDnon_alized with respect to its maximumvalue, This
model _11 then be used in the ICS design system.
I |
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In summary, the turbulence kinetic energy ratio across both types of screen
(perforated plate and honeycomb)with self generated turbulence corrected out
is reasonably well predicted by the simple theory of Taylor and Batchelor. The
correspondingvaluesof the streamwiseand transversecomponentsand mean
square velocityratios are not well predictedfor the perforatedplate in view
of an apparentreturnto isotropy.The theoreticalpredictionsare closer for
these ratios across honeycomb,probablybecausethe honeycombproducesa much
more unevenenergy distributionbetweenstreamwiseand transversevelocity
components.The measured_ntegrallength scale ratles acrossthe screens are
scatteredaroundunity,while the downstreanPSDs are contaminatedto a
greateror lesser extent by self-generatedturbulence,There is some evidence
to suggestthat the residualturbulentenergy is distributedin wave number in
a similarway to the pre-screenturbulence.
The models for the effect of perforatedplate and honeycombon turbulenceto
be used in the ICS design system are:
Item Source Expression
KEB 1 i + 2;_2 I 42Kinetic _ = ) ()'iEnergy )
Ratio
( I + _ - ¢_K )2Mean Taylo," I'i= I + _X 4 K 43
Square and
Veloclty Batchelor
Ratios (Simple) = _2 44It2
On return to Isotropy
45
Pl = |L2= _AA
Integral Simple
Length Model LijB = LijA 46
Scale
PS0 Simple
Model Fi]B = ILlFijA 47
9OJ
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6.2 The TransferFunctionsfor the Effectsof Contractionand Screeningon
SteadyDistortions.
As describedpreviously(Section5) three types of wake generatorswere tested
to study the effectsof contractionand screeningon steady distortions.Two
of these producedstreamwisevelocitydeficitswhile the third, an airfoil,
produceda vortex.For the contractionpart of the programa 3.81 cm square
rod and a symmetricairfoil, I cm thick,were used to producethe axial
velocitydeficits.For the screeningpart, a 3.8) om square rod and a 5.08 cm
X 7.62cm rod were used to producethe axial velocitydeficit.The data
gathered in these experimentswere used as describedbelow, to validateor
modify the theoreticattransferfunctions.
6.2.1 Contraction
The transferfractionfor the effect of contractionon a steady axial deficit ....
is first considered.From the measurementsusing the 3.82 on square rod,
valuesof the wake deficitratios and wake width ratios as a functionof con-
tractionratio were obtained.The tabulationof these ratios is shown in
Figure 76. The comparisonwith theory is shown in Figure 77. 0nly two values
of the measuredwake width ratio are shown in Figure 77, since at the othec
contractionratios the velocitydeficitratio was zero and the corresponding
wake width r_tio was indeterminate.
The theoreticalmodel for the contractionof a vlscoJis_wakewas reportedin
:, the interimPhase II report (2g) of this contract.
It is
1
Velocity AUllr) = £I-1/4 _ 2D _'1 I - _
- Deficit AUl(ro ) _13/2 + 48
._: Ratio i _ (i +ii1/2) I
Wake i II ) i12 49=: idth b(r) : -514 . 2D .... ,
Ratio i + (1 + hl/2)l
9"#
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VELOCITY WAKE
RIG STATIONS CONTRACTION DEFICIT WIDTH
SPEED CM RATIO RATIO RATIO
30.48 M/S 55.9 2&4 .963 .247 1.352
30.48 M/S 55,9 20.3 3.918 0 0
76.20 M/S S5.9 25.4 1.258 . 147 1.611
76.20 MIS 55,9 20.3 9,346 0 0
,,l
121.92 M/S 55.9 25.4 1.413 0 0
_ 121.92 MIS 65.9 20.3 14.167 0 0
1 -
l Figure ?6 Wake Ratios Through a Coneractlon (3.81 cm Square Rod)
0 Y
0 _ 4 (* | IQ I,_ t4 14
CONTRACTION RATIO - ,
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E
i
CONTRACTION T4ATIO - _,
Figure 77 Comparlson of Neasurement and Theoretical Prediction (3.81 cm
Square Rod)
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The value of the vtrtual source d_stance X(ro) was, for a case with the con-
traction ratio equal to unity determined.from the measured data and was found
to be .29 cm. The model predictions In Figure 77 use this value.
The comparison of measured with predicted values shows that the trend of wake
Veloctty deftctt decay is duplicated by the model but the absolute velocity
deft cl t r ati os are overpredtcted. At 1ow contr actt on r art os, not unexpectedly,
the agreement ts close. The wake width ratio is not well predicted by the
model.The two data points availableindicatean increase in wake width ratio
with contractionratio. However,it Is expectedthat at high contractionra-
tiosthe slope will be negative.A mechanismnot accounted_for_bythe theory
is thus indicated........
The dlscrepanctesbetweenmodel predictedratios and measured valuescould be
due to an interactionbetweenthe contractionand viscouseffectsunaccounted
for by the model. A possibleexplanationwhich would explainthe data is that
at low contractionratios the viscousforces in the wake are more dominant
than the inertiaforces thus causingthe wake width to increase.The velocity
deficitcorrespondinglydecreasedmore rapidlythan would be predictedby a
theorynot accountingfor this interaction. Subsequentlyas the contraction
r_tio increases,the inertialforces become increasinglydominantcausingthe
wake width to contract.
To accountfor this contraction-viscousinteractionthe followingprocedure
wa___ado_pted:
a) The distancebetweenmeasuringstationsD was adjustedto fit the measured
velocitydeficitratios.With this approachthe interactioneffectmani-
fests itself as an effectivedistanceD which is a functlo_of contraction
ratio, iI. In normalizedform, using the wake generatorthickness,a_
this functionwas determinedto be
D_,FF
= 30.12 _1 - 21.56
50
and is shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78 Normalized D-gffectlve as a Function of Contraction Ratio .....
The correspondingvalue of the virtualsource distanceX(ro), when normal-
ized is
x(ro)
= .49
a 51
b) A multiplicativeconstantwas appliedto the wake width ratio expression
and evaluatedusing the measured data interpolatedat t I -i. This con-
stant was determinedto be .31B.
The adjustedtransfe,-functionsthus become:
Velocity AU(r) -I/4 I 2a (30"12 £i - 21"56)_I 1D fi (--_o = £I _i3/2 + £ 1/2Rat o x(ro) (1+ 52
Width b(r) %1_5/4 i13/2 2-,(30.12 £I - 21.56 )£i 53
Ratio b(ro) .318 " + "" X(ro) ( 1 + £II/2 )
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TI_ plots of those models are shown In F l_r,_ 79 to.thor wlth the measured
val ue_.
From the measurements obtained using the s_etrtc airfoil, shown in Figure
80, it is apparent that the wake generated by this type of body rc_.ovecs very
rapidly. In fact at the 25.4 cm and -20.3 cm measuring stations at which data
at contraction ratios ranging from 1 to 14 approximately were gathered, no
wake was detected. In the plots of Figure 80 the predicted values of the ve-
locity deficit and wake width ratios using Equations 52 and 53 are shown. Ex-
pression 51 above was used to determine the virtual source distance. A low
value of the velocity deficit ratio is predicted using thismodel.
While the adjusted expressions fit the measured data well there is no guaran-
tee that these expressions are universally applicable. However, these measure-
ments have indicated that a viscous wake in a contracting flow is subject to
an accelerated recovery in excess of that expected by a linear combination of
viscous and contraction effects. With this in mind and considering the model
predictionsof the velocitydeficitratio at high contractionratio, Figures
79 and 80, it seems that the velocitydeficitas predictedby pure contrac-
tion AU(r) -I providesa valid upper bound, Similarlythe
b(r) £11/2predictionof the wake width b_oF = providesa minimumestimateof
that quantity,
The effect of contractionon a vortexwill now be considered.
A vortexis comprisedof two regions, an outer region where viscousforces are
negligibleand an innercore region where they are not. When a vortex is con-
vectedthroughan axls_metric contraction,considerationof the conservation
of circulationleads to the conclusionthat the outer velocityfield is un.
changed,see AppendixB. In the vicinityof the core the theoreticalmodel
discussedin the InterimPhase II report (29) predictsthat the maximum trans-
verse velocityincreasesaccordingto
U2B I/2
U2A _] 54
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and the core radtus reduces according to
r_BB_ - i/2
rA £i 55
The transversevelocitiesmeasured at the three axial locations48.26 an.,
30,48 cm., and 20.32 cm. (referredto the bellmouth)throughthe contraction,
supportthe Invarianceof the transversevelocityfield in the outer region
(Figure13). The maximum velocity(at the core boundary)changes slightly.
In the light of these data it is concluded that the viscous inertlal force
equilibrlum at the core boundaryof the vortex is not significantlychangedby
convectionthroughan axi-symetric flow contractionup to a contractlonratio
of about 15, for the contractionlengthsexaminedhere. In fact the core ra-
dius of the vortexremainsrelativelyunchanged(Figure81) as do the clrcula-
tion and thereforethe vortex transversevelocityfield. According]ythe ana-
lytically-derivedfunctionsare modified
Transverse U2B
Velocity At any radius _ = I 56
Ratlo U2A
Core Radlus rB
Ratio rA 1 57
x_
(ONTRAL IJN R_;_} ,,
¥19ure 81 The Variationof VortexCore RadiusWith ContractionRatio
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It was observed in Section 5, that there is an axial velocitydistortionasso-
ciated with the vortex,This distortionis roughlya deficit.There is evi-
dence (Figure15) that this axial velocitydeficitis cusp shaped at the be.
ginningof the contraction.Subsequentlyas it is convectedinto the contrac-
tion the deficit increasesand becomesfuller and broader (Figure15). Thls
deficitdoes not then behave as a two dimensionalwake. Figure 82 presentsthe
variationof axial velocitydeficitratio with contraction_atio. It should,be
noted that at the initialpart of the coiltractionit is difficultto determine
the minimum of the axial velocitydue to the cusp nature of the deficit.At
the higher contractionconditionmeasur_ent of the full recoveredaxial ve-
locitycomponentwere impededby the presenceof the duct. All deficitesti-
mates in this Figure (82) are thereforeprobablylow. Also plottedin this
figure is the theoreticalaxial velocitydeficitratio for an inviscidwake
for reference.As can be seen initially(at low contractionratios)the mea-
sured velocitydeficitdecreases(datafollowsapproximatelythis curve),but
as the contractioninducedinertialforces increase,the deficiton an abso-
lute basis tends to increase.The broadeningof the deficit in this phase is
probablydue to viscousdiffusion.Thus viscositydispersesthe axial velocity
distortionmore r_pldlythan the transverse(vortical)velocitydistortion.
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From a noise generationst_ndpolntthe transversevelocityfield of a vortex
is invarlantunder the axisj_nmetrlccontractionof moderate length,while the
axial velocitydistortionassociatedwlth the vortex is amplifiedon an abso-
lute basis by the contraction.This indicatesthat if a vortexexists in the
contractinginflow to a fan on a statictest stand, it should be suppressed
(e.g. by use of an ICS) as far away from the fan face as _ssible.
In summarythe steadydistortioncontractionmodels to be used in the ICS ......
Design System are
I) Axial VelocityDistortion
Velocity AUIB -i
Deficit AUIA £i 58Ratio
Wake bB
Width _ = £1-I/2 59Ratio
2) Vortex VelocityDistortion
Azimuthal
Velocity --U2---_= 1 60
Ratio U2A
Core rBRadius _ = 1 61
Ratio rA
6.2.2 Screening
As in the previousdiscussionon contractiondefects,the modificationof an
axial velocitydistortionwill first be examined.Five screenswere used and
as found in Section5 the pressuredrop coefficient,K, varied from .41 for
!_: the thin honeycombto 5.9 for tr, 41% open area perforatedplate (See Figure
33). The generatorsof,the axial velocitydeficitswere the 3.81 cm squarerod
:'_ and the 5.08 cm X 7.62cm rod. For each rod and screen combination,three duct
_.. conditionswere set at 53.34, 76.2and 121.92m/s. The parametersthat were
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the wake width. As noted In Section 5 the flow across the screens is not uni-
form; in general, there exists either a diffusion-or contraction of the flow
due to the fact that it is unrestrained. To account-for _his effect the ve-
locity deficit and wake width ratios are plotted as a function of contraction
ratio and the value of the ratio taken at a contraction ratio of unity. An
examp]e of this process is shown in Figure 83 for the .950n thick honeyconb.
The characteristic ratios of wakes for the various screens are shown in Figures
84 and 85 with the screenslisteda]ong the abscissain increasingK. In
general,the higherthe screen resistance,the higherthe wake deficitsup-
pressionas predictedby the transferfunctionsshown in (29). In addition,
the wake inversionpredictedfor high resistancescreenswas observedin the
41% open area perforatedplate configuration.The wake width was reasonably
constant,and equal to unity as predictedby the mode], althoughlarge varia-
tions in this quantitywere observed in the 41% open area perforatedplate
configuration.The accuratedeterminationof the downstreamwake width was
particui_ly difficultin this case.
The model presentedin the interimreport (2g)due to Taylor and Batchelor(38)
is
Axial
Velocity _UIB 1 + _ - _K
Deficit ._tl]A _ + ._ 62Rat o
Wake bB
Width _A = 1 63
Ratio
and was used to producethe predictedvalues of the ratios as shown in Figures
84 and BS. The measured value of the pressuredrop coefficient,K, Figure 33
and theoreticalvaluesof the flow angle ratio,_ , (See Equations66 and 67
below)were used in these expressions.The flow angle ratio is the ratio
betweenthe outflowangle from a screen to the inflow angle,both being refer-
enced to the normal to the plane of the screen.
IO_
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Examiningfirst the comparisonof measuredand predictedvelocitydeficitra-
tios, it is apparentthat the trend is well reproducedby the model. In par-
ticularthe contentionthat Taylor and Batchelor'sgauze theory is applicable
to honeycomband perforatedplate made in (29) receivessupportfrom these
data. In terms of the absolute levelof the velocitydeficitratio, the pre-
dictionsare in reasonableagreementwith the data.
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Figure 83 variation of Velocity Deficit Ratio Across 0,95 cm HoneycoMb With
Contraction Ratio
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In light of these comparisons the transfer functions to be used in the ICS
design system are those given in Equations 62 and 63 above,
As observedin the contractionsection,axial velocitywakes encounteredon
the test stand will Invariablybe effectivelysuppressedby the contraction
and viscous diffusion,consequentlyscreeningsolelyfor the purposeof axial
velocitywake suppressionis not necessary.It is, however,of paramountim-
portancefor the suppressionof vorticessince these are substantiallyun-
affectedby a contraction.
_,sin the contractionexperiments,the vortexexaminedhere was generatedby a
loaded NACA 0012 airfoil.The effect of the screenson the transversevelocity
field of the vortexwill be consideredfirst.
As noted in Section 5 and illustratedby Figure 30, this velocitycomponentis
totallysuppressedby all three honeycombs.It should be noted that the aspect
ratios of these honeycombswere 3, 4, and 8. This is in agreementwith the
theoreticalmodel of the interimreport (29)and conclusivelydemonstrated
that low aspectratio honeycombis a very powerfulsuppressantof transverse
velocities.The expressionfor the flow angle ratio for honeycomb i
_=e 64
is thus substantiatedin this aspectratio range.
The perforatedplate does not effectivelychange this velocltycompooent.Both
perforatedplatesreducethe strengthof the vortex as noted in Section 5.
Figure 31 which is representativeof the data shows a reductionof the trans-
verse velocitycomponentover the vortex.This reductionis most apparentin
the peak transversevelocityregion near the core. At furtherdistancesfrom
the core the reductionbecomesincreasinglysmaller.In additionto this
change in the transversevelocitymagnitudesthe core size increasesacross
the perforatedplate, indicatingas mentionedin Section 5, that the viscous
diffusionprocessis acceleratedby the presenceof the perforatedplate. Thls
characteristicis not mode]led by the theory presentedin the interimreport,
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The transferfunctiondescribedthere was ...........
Transverse U2B
Velocity _ --(_
Component u2A 65
Ratio
Accordingto this model the suppressionof the transversevelocitycomponent
is solely due to the turningcharacteristicof the screen,which in turn is
dependenton the pressuredrop coefficientof the perforatedplate.
,_= 1.1 (1 + K)-1/2 66
To accountfor the diffusionprocess (vortexbroadening)across the perforated
plates in order that the transferfunctionmay be assessed,the upstream and
downstreamazimuthalvelocityfields are plottedas a functionof transverse
dimensionnormalizedby the core radius. An exampleof this is shown in Figure
86 for the 66% open area perforatedplate. Subsequentlythe data is f_tted,by
minimizingthe squaresof the differences,to a potentialvortexpro.'ile.The
profileused was
i'
u2 = - + 8,_ = _ 67
rc
From this fit, an estimationof the circulationaround the vorticesupstream
and downstreamof the perforatedplate is obtained.No_ if the velocityfield
is correctedfor any bias--/),then
U2B (_) ['B
U2A (3)= _ 6B
Hence the ratio of the normalizedazimuthalvelocityfields acrossthe per-
foratedplate is the same as the circulationratio. A comparisonbetweenmea-
sured and predictedvalues of this velocityratio is shown in Figure 87. This
comparisonis shown plottedagainstthe mean velocityratio across the per-
forated plares.
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Consideringthe difficultyin obtainingthe true-valueof the core radiusfrom
the data the comparisonis encouragingand providessome supportfor the model.
The model Is thus sufficientlyaccuratefor use in the ICS desl_ systen. It
remainsto providesome estimationof the core radius change acrossthe per-
for.atedp)ale.
The change in the core radius that is observedis shown graphicallyin Figure
8B. The diffusionof the vortex,not unexpectedly,is higher,the greaterthe
resistanceof the perforatedplate, and some indicationis providedby the
curve fit of the degreeto which the vortexcore would be modified hy an arbi-
trary perforatedplate.
The transferfunctionof Equation65 does not describeall effe,;tsobserved
when a vortexis convectedthroughperforatedplate. It does provide,in con-
junctionwith knowledgeof the change in core radius,an estimateof the azi-
muthal velocityfield change.
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Figure 88 Vortex Core Radius Ratio Aoros8 Perforated Plate
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Associated with the transverse velocity field of the vortex is an axial velo-
city distortion, It is cusp-like in shape, and, as noted in Section 5, when the
vortex is converted through honeycomb, the deficit is increased (see Figure
30). The cusp-like nature of this deficit is most apparent after the honeycanb,
The axial flow in the core of a vortexhas been studiedby, among others,
Newman (39) and Batchelor(40). Variousexperiments,see Ramsey (41), have
producedconflicting descriptions of the direction of this flow. The various
resultsdescribedby Ramsey can be explainedqualitativelyby considering
Batchelor'swork (40). A form of Batchelor'sexpressionfor the axial velocity
field in a vortexis shown in Equation69.
UIA2 - U_2 = 2 I I U2A2 2p Po_- PA - - _-AH 69
The axial velocityprofilein the vortex is a function of the staticpressure
2
distribution P_ - PA , the azimuthalcomponentof the dynamichead U2A
and the total pressureloss distributionAH due to passageof air over the
generatingbody. Dependingon the relativemagnitudeof these contributions,
the axial profilein the vortexmay be a deficit(wake),a surplus (Jet) or
even a combinationof the two. In the presentexperimentsthe axial velocity
profilewas a deficit, indicatingthat the total pressureloss from the flow
in the vicinityof the airfoilwas the dominantterm in Equation69 since
Batchelorhas shown that the sum of the first two terms in Equation 69 is
positive.
Equation69 is now used as a startingpoint to determinethe effect of a
honeycombon the vortex.The action of the honeycombon this vortex is to to-
tally suppressthe circumferentialvelocityfield and thus render the radial
staticpressuregradientunsupportable.The first two terms in Equation69 are
thus removedand the axial velocitydeficitis increasedaccordingly.
I13
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The expressionfor the ratio of the maximum velocitydeficitsacrossthe
honeycombis develo_d In AppendixC and Is
2
AUIB max U2A max
= 1 + _ AUIA maxAUIA max 70
I Predictionsusing this expressionare shown in Figure 89 togetherwith the" measuredvalues of this ratio. The scatterof the measurementsis possiblydue
} to the error involvedin estimatingvelocitiesat the criticalpoints in the
vortex.The shape of the axial velocityprofileas predictedby the analysis
in AppendixC is changedby the honeycomb(if the pressureloss across the
honeycombis uniform),but it is difficultto ascertainif the measured pro-
files supportthis (seefor exampleFigure 30). The axial veiocityfield is
alsomodifiedon convectionthroughperforatedolate.
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Figure 89 Vortex Axial Velocltg DefJ "it Ratio Across Honegcomb
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As recorded previously tn Section 5, the 664 olin area Perforated plate caused
an tncrease in the axial veloctty deficit while the h|gher soltdtty (41% open
area) plate suppressed the deficit. The measured val_s of the maxtmumaxial
velocity deficit ratio across perforated plate are shown in Figure go. The
theoretical predictions shown in this figure are derived using the model de-
veloped in Appendix C for perforated plate, namely
AUIB m_x U2A 2 (I - _2)m_x 71
AU]._ m,_x "_2-U,,,AtIIA ,lax
The data front the 66%open area perforated plate experiment is reasonably well
predicted by this model, however, the ratio from the 41% open area case are of
significantly lower value than the prediction. Thts difference is probably due
to the higher resistance of this _creen, which may cause the assumptions of
the_model to be violated.
The perforated plate has a dispersive effect on the vortex as seen from its
action on the azimuthal velocity field and the axial velocity field wtl] also
f-eel the effect of this dispersion. The wesence of the dispersion effect sug-
gests that the pressure loss across the perforated plate ts not (as assumedin
the derivations in Appendix C) constant at every point In the vortex. It does
apparently vary radially such that (at least for the high solidity perforated
plate) variations in the pressure loss dominate the velocity deficit ratio
(Equation A.IO). This effect seemsto suppress the axial flow distortion more
than predicted, Figure gO and thus t_e theory provides an estimate of the max-
imum value of the downstream axial distortion.
From the above experimental results, it is clear that the transverse velocity
field in a vortex can be readtly destroyed by use of honeycomb. Thus, since
vortices are likely to exist in the vicinity of any test stand, an ICS should
include honeycomb. In addition, because the axial velocity distortion in the
vortex can be increased by passage through the honeycomb, it is important to
put the honeycombas far away from the fan inlet as possible. Thts then per-
mits significant flow contraction downstream of the honeycombto the fan face
and as shown tn the previous section 6.2.1., the contraction will eltn, tnate
the survivingaxial velocitydistortion.
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In summary, the models for the screens to be used in the ICS desi_ system are:
l) Axial Velocity Distortions
Velocity AUIB i + ._ - _K
----_- 72
Deficit AU}A i +., + K
Ratio
Wake bB
-. i 73
Width bA
Ratio
2) Vortex Velocity Distortion
Azimuthal U2B(_) - _ 74
Velocity U2A(?)
Ratio
Core rB
.... I Honeycomb 75
Radi us rA
R atio Perforated
rR
--- : I + .27K I/2 Plate
rA
76
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2
Axia] AUIB ma____.____x= 1 + U2A max
Vel oci ty ,_UIA NoneyComb 77Ratio max 2u AUIA max
2 (i - 2)
AUIB max = 1 + U2A max Perforated 78
AUiA max 2U AUIA max Plate
6.3 Models for the AcousticTransmissionLoss and DirectivityEffectsof
Screens
In the InterimPhase II Report (29)models were presentedthat enabledthe
effect of the ICS on sound propagationto be determined.Specifically,expres-
sions for the transmissionloss of screentypes (honeycomband perforated
plate)were shown.Also, a model of the effect of a cornermade of honeycomb
panels was developedand shown to agree closelywith measured data. In this
sectionthe transmissionloss model is assessedusing the data gatheredduring
experimentsdescribedin Section 5.2. The corner diffractionmodel was applied
to a honeycombcorner in the InterimPhase If Report (29),and is here applied
to structuralmembers and the resultsare applied to measurementsof the
directivityeffect of solid structure,describedin Section 5.2. Finally,the
impactof these effectson the measurementsof farfieldsound pressuredue to
an engine operatingwith an.ICS is discussed.
6.3.1 The AcousticTransmissionLoss of Honeycomb Panelsand PerforatedPlate
The transmissionIoss of various screenmaterials was determinedas descrlbed
in Section 5.2. As noted there the large standarddeviationof the measure-
ments coupledwith the small transmissionloss of the material indicatedthat
there is no significanttransmissionloss for many of the materialsand flow
condI Lions examined.
The model for the transmission loss of a sound wave normally incident to the
honeycomb,
Sin40 sin 2 k|_
TI, _ 10 1o(1 1 +.
4 cos2t_ ( 79
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predictsan effectivelyzero attenuationat all frequencies.The measured
transmissionloss mean for the .95cm thick honeycombat 12.19m/s is shown in
Figure 91. The standarddeviationboundsare alsoshown and bracketthe pre-
dicted value of zero. Tho large standarddeviationcoupledwith the measured
mean being close to zero confirmthe predictionsof the model, i.e., that the
transmissionless is small. The resultsfrom this configurationare typicalof
those from the 1.27 cm honeycombexperiment.In Section5.2.1, it was shown
that there is an increasein mean transmissionloss with flow speed for the
thickest (2.54 on) honeyconb.This is indicativeof a non-zeroresistivecom-
penentin the honeycombimpedance.This characteristicis not accountedfor by
the honeyconbtransmissionloss model. Now since it is expectedthat the
acousticresistanceis a functionof the pressuredrop coefficient,K, of the
honeycomb,the range of applicabilityof the transmissionloss model can be
definedby K. From the measurementsof K (Section5), the thinnesthoneycombs
have pressure drop coefficientsof .41 and .54.Thus a honeycombhaving a
pressuredrop coefficientless than about .5 operatingin a flow of less than
12.19 m/s will attenuatea sound field accordingto the model, Equation79.
Thismodel could undek'predicttransmiss'onlosses at higher speeds and-pres-
sure drop coefficients.Equation79 can be manipulatedto providea guide for
honeycombdesignthat minimizesthe transmissionloss. If it is desiredthat
the attenuationdue to honeycombbe less than I dB, it is necessarythat
sin40 sin 2 k _'1
< ] .03 80
COS20
2
For sin kI _ i, the worst case, this inequalityshows that the incidence
angle for the sound field can be as high as about 500 withoutresultingin
an attenuationin excess of 1 dB. The implicationfor the ICS designsystem is
that as far as honeycombtransmissionloss is concerned,a sphericaldesign
will satisfythe conditionof Equation80 providedthat the ICS radius is
greaterthan about twice the fan diameter.
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Figure 91 Transmission Loss of 0.95 cm-Roneycomb
The model for the transmission loss of a sound wave nomalJy incident to a
perforatedpl ate,
TL = I0 log I (2 + KM) 2 ''2 f2
c _, 81
predicts small va]ues( <1 dB) of the transmission loss of the 66% open area
perforated p] ate. A cosparl son between measurement and prediction for this
material is shown in Figure 92 for a flow speed of 9.14 ,Vs. The mode] predic-
tions agree well at this flow speed and at 6.1 m/s. However,at the highest
flow speed, 12.19 m/s, the average value of the transmissionloss is higher
than that predictedby the model. As noted in Sectlon5.2 the data at this
speed is questionable.The model predictionsfor the 41% open area perforated
plate at a flow speed of 9.14m/s are shown in Figure 93. This plot IS typical
of the other speeds.The trend with frequencythat is measured is somewhat
differentfrom the predictedtrend. This differenceis most apparentin the
higherone-thlrdoctave bands where the model overpredlctsthe transmission
loss. The model can thereforebe used to indicatethe maximum transmission
losses likelyto be encounteredin these one-thlrdoctave bands.
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The model indicates that it is possible for someperforated plates to signifi-
cantly attenuate sound at the higher frequencies, This can be prevented by
ensuring that the material satisfies the criterion,
(2 + KM)2 + 112 _ - < 1.26 82
4 _ [ _ + (I - °) d ] 2 I f23 - f13 If2 l0
which establishes a maximum transmission loss of 1 dB in a frequency band
boundedby fl and f2" Any deviationof the incidentwave from normal will
lower transmissionloss in the perforatedplate.
The differencein behaviorof the two perforatedplates in frequencyis not
explainablein terms of the model.The higher transmissionloss of the lower
solidityplate is also confusing.However it should be noted that neitherthe
screen of (15), (52% open area) nor the perforatedplates of (22) exhibited
any observabletransmission1oss.
While the honeycombitself is acousticallytransparenta cornerformed by ad-
jacent panelsor structurecan affectthe dlrectlvltypatternin the far field.
6.3.2 DirectlvltyChangesDue to a HoneycombCorner and Structural
Members
Measurementsmade of the sound field behind a honeycombcornerwere shown in
the InterimPhase II Report (29).A theoreticalmodel of the phenomenonwas
also presentedthere and good agreementwas observedbetweenmeasurementand
predictions.The experimentdescribedin Section5 also Includedthe
definitionof the dlrectlvltychangesdue to structuralmembers.The struc-
tures examinedwere a squarerod and a circularrod. The diffractionmodel
used to predictthe honeycombcornereffect on the sound field was adaptedto
predictthe effect of the rods on the field,Comparisonsbetweenmeasured val-
ues of the change in sound pressurelevel due to the presenceof the rods are
shown togetherwith predictionsin Figures 94 through99. Both patternshape
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and absolute level of the directivity change are well predicted. The predic-
tion is at most about 1 dB different from the measured data. It is interesting
that the shape of the rod cross-section does not affect the gross characteris-
tics of the far fteld. The important parameter ts the dimension of the ob-
struction normal to the inct dent wave number vector. The model then. developed
in the InterimPhase I] Report (29) gives good estimatesof directivitychan-
ges due to both corners in honeycombpanels and structuralmembers.
There are two importantdifferencesbetweenthe idealizedmodel and the actual
situationat the test stand. Firstly,the source is not a point (as assumedin
the model) and secondlythe s_urce does not radiate at a singlefrequency but
over a wide band of frequencies.The actual sourcenoise spectrumcan, how-
ever, be consideredto be made up of a combinationof discretetones and broad-
band noise.
The radiationfield of the discretetone componentcan be consideredto be due
to an array of point sourcesdistributedover the engine inlet.Using the
_ model and a distributionof sourcesalong a line, the deviationfrom the free
i_ field radiationpatterndue to the presenceof a cornerwas computed.While
the line sourcecannot be considereda simulationof the actual distributed
_'- source of the engine,the resultingdirectivltypatternsof the two source
types are qualitativelysimilar. In consequence,the distributedline source
(andthe two sourcemodels examinedbelow) is usefulin definingtrends.The
sourceamplitudesof the line sourcewere uniformand an arbitrarysource
phase distributionwas considered.The honeycombcorner simulatedone found
on the P&WA developedICS. The schematicof this simulationis shown in Figure100. The resultingdirectivitymodification(i.e.,the differencebetweenthe
directivitypatternswith and without the honeycombcorner)is shown in
. _ Figures101 and 102 for frequenciesof 1850 Hz and 3700 Hz, respectively.
il (Thesefrequenciescorrespondto JTgD blade passingtone and harmonicfre-
quencles at an approachcondition.) For the purposeof comparisonthe direc-
tivitymodificationsdue to the same corner with a single point source are
also shown in these figures.The c_parison indicatesthat the radiationfield
-4 of the more realisticdistributedsource is disturbedmore by the corner than
that of a point source.
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Figure 102 The DirectivityModificationof a HoneycombCorner at 3700 Rz
In contrast, tf the source phases are a11owedto vary, a dlff_ent picture
merges. Consider, for Illustrative purposes, a distributed source comprised
of two sources, Figure 103. If the phase of one of these sources ts vatted
wtth respect to the other and averaoes performed over the radiation patterns,
an average dlrect_vtty modification pattern can be computed (Thts changing of
source phase relationships occurs tn practtce wtth variation of fan speed, and
the averaging process over phase, descrlbed above, has a counterpart _n aver-
aging over engine speed tn the test situation). Thts computation has been per-
formed for several cases.
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Figure 103 Diagram of Discrete Frequencg Distribution Source SimuZation
In Figure 104 the average dtrectivfty change has been computed for source var-
iations over 1o , 2o and 10o at a frequency of 1850 Hz due to a corner at
67.50 . The averaging process produces a noticeable "washing out" of the cor-
ner effects for very small source phase variations. A similar plot is shown in
Figure 105 for 3700 Hz and the same observation can be made at this frequency.
The power of the "washing out" of corner effects by small source phase changes
is apparentfrom this simple simulation.For the more accurateapproximation
of many sourcesdistributedover the inlet dlsc,.Itis expectedthat small
variationsin the phase of the individualsourceswill suppressany corner
effectseven further.The impact of this observationon the ICS designsystem
will be assessedin the followingsubsection6.3.3.
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Figure 104 The Effect of Averaging Over Source Phase Differences on Corner
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The acousticsimilarityparameters_,_, o_ ,_ and 5o are shown in Figures
I0), 102, 104, and 105, evaluatedfor the J)D approach condltionand a static
test configuration.For the JTI5D these values of the parameters..m (nomal-
l< • V IJo
tzed microphone radius), _ (nomalized ICS corner radius) and_° (nonna|tzed
honeycombthickness) are t_ical. In particular the honeycombthickness is
L quite realistic.The only variationfrom the JTgD case then is in 6l)o. The
_1()
values of this parameterfor the JTI5D at an approachconditionand at blade
passingfrequencyand its harmonicare 7.14and 14.28 respectively.To digress
slightly,the directivitymodificationsto the radiationfield, in general,
increasein magnitude,the higherthe value off-D-_Dall other parametersbeing
4 held constant.Consequentlysince the JT15D val_s of _ are less than the
ii° '
I correspondingvaluesfor the JT9D, all of the previouscommentsaddressedto
the JT9D configurationare applicableto the JTI5D configuration.
The second conponentof the fan sourcespectrumis the broadbandcomponent,
For a random source,the amplitudeand phase of the source at a given fre-
quency are random variables.The consequenceof this is that, at any given
frequency,the directlvitychange due to the cornerwill tend to be.washedout
by the randomnessof the source in a manner similarto that discussedpre-
viously for discretetones. Anotherfactor in determining broadbandcorrec-
tionsis that they are definedon a one-thlrdoctave band basis.The third
octaveband correctionis conceptuallydeterminedby integratingthe intensity
fields over each frequencyrange with and withouta corner in place and eval-
uat ",gthe ratio of the resultingone-thirdoctave band intensitiesat each
angle.T_e simple simulationof Figure 103 was used to observethe effect on
the dlrectivltychange due to summationover frequency. In Figure 106 a com-
parisonis made betweenthe directivitymodificationof the corner in the pre-
sence of sourceradla_ingin phase at a singlefrequencyof 4000 ll)and that
obtainedwhen the sourcesare radiatingin phase over the 20th one-thirdoc-
tave band (i)565Hz-4488Hz). (The_one-thlrdoctave band intensitieswere ob-
tained by approximatingthe integralover frequencywith a sum.) This com_
parlsonshows the great amountof suppressionof corner effectsthat occurs
when the modificationof a broadbandradiationfield is examinedon a one-
third octave band basis.
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The broadband dlrectlvity modification due to the honeycombcorner is mlnlmal
because of source randanness in phase and amplitude and the integration over
one.third octave bands.
The consequences of these concluslons for the ICS design system and static
testing procedures are discussed In the follovdng section (6.3.3).
6.3.3 The Impact of the AcousticalTransmissionEffectsof an ICS on
ICS Design and StaticTestingProcedures
The transmissionloss of typicalpossibleICS componentmaterials (honeycomb
and perforatedplate) is negligibleprovidedthe design criterionpresentedin
Section6.3.1 are met. These criteria are for panels having low through-flow
speed. Corners betweenadjacentpanelsand ICS supportstructurecan poten-
tiallymodify the far radiationfield.
It has been observedthat an engine fittedwith an ICS operatesat a given fan
speed with little,if any, variationfrom that speed. The stabilityof the
engine operationis greatlyenhancedby an ICS. Associatedwith this stability
of engine operationis an increasein the stabilityof the discretetone
source.This is manifestedin the far field by a much more peakeddiscrete
tone field. However,even in thismore stableoperatingcondition,the tone
levelat a given angle variesgreatlybecausethe increasedtone levelgrad-
ients in the far field make the tone levelvery susceptableto any small var-
iationsin the sourceand/or the radiationfield. The model is used to illus-
trate this point as shown in Figure 107. Here a part of the free radiation
field of two sourcesradiatingin phase is comparedwith that obtainedwhen a
0.3° phase differenceexists betweenthe sources.At some angles the level
changesradically(IOdB)while the generalshape is unchanged.Inlet kulite
data gatheredduringthe Joint Noise ReductiohProgram (JNRP)also exhibit
some unsteadinessin tone levelwith time, with an ICS in place, althoughthe
levelof unsteadinessis lowerthan with no ICS in place. It is possiblethat
this unsteadinessencounteredwhen testingan engine with an ICS is sufficient
to eliminateany corner effectson the radiationfield, however,a more con-
trolledand certainsuppressionis desirable.
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As demonstratedin Section6.3.2modificationsto the discretetone radiation
field by a cornercan be suppressedby averagingover source phase variations.
The phase (and amplitude)relationshipsin the distributedsource at the en-
gine inletmay be variedby changingthe fan speed.This has been performed
for small incrementsin fan speed over a small speed range, on a JTgD fitted
with an almost cornerlessICS (developedby The BoeingCompany).Correlation
techniqueswere used to determinethe change in fan speed necessaryto destroy
any similaritybetweenblade passingtone far field directivitypatterns.It
was found that a fan speed variationof the order of .5% produceduncorrelated
far field patterns.
A similaranalysiswas performedon the patternsproducedby the two source
simulationexamined in Section6.3.2. A zero correlationbetweensource radia-
tion patternswas reachedafter a varlationof the source phase differenceof
20. As can be seen in Figures 104 and 105 the directivitymodificationto
the radiationfield by the corner when averagingover 20 is signiflca_:tly
reducedto approximatelya maximum of I dB. It is thereforesuggestedthat
directivitymodificationsto the discretetone radiationfield due to the pre-
sence of the cornersand structuralmembers of an [CS can be eliminatedby
varyingthe fan speed continuouslyduring data acquisitionby an amount in the
order of .5% of the mean fan speed.
Directlvitymodificationsto the broadbandradiatlonfield are probablyneg-
ligibledue to I) source phase and amplituderandomness(even during stable
engineoperation),and 2) the practiceof quantifyingbroadbandnoise levels
over one-thirdoctave bands. It is consideredthat either of these causes is
sufficientto eliminatebroadbanddirectivitymodiflcatlonsdue to panel
cornersand structuralmembers.
It should be noted that the honeycombcornerused in the illustrativesimula-
tions of Section6.2.3 has the characteristlcsof the P&WA developedICS. The
constructiontechniqueof this ICS resultedin discontinuitiescaused by
cornerstructureand Joints in honeycombpanels at these corners.Subsequent
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ItS Designs (e.g.those of The BoeingCompany and NASA Lewis)minimizedthe
severityof these cornersby using improvedconstructiontechniques.Conse-
quently,the magnitudesof directivitymodificationdue to a cornerpresented
here, based on the P&WA ICS design,providean indicationof the upper bound
of such change.Moreover,in spite of the severityof this ICS corner,no ef-
fect on the radiationfleld that could be attributedto the presenceof a
cornerhas been observedin P&WA experimentaldata. A possibleexplanationfor
this is the coarsemeasurementgrid (everyI0°) used to define the radiation
field.Prom the patternsgeneratedusingthe directivitymodel, extremedirec-
tivitymodificationsoccur over narrowfar field angle ranges and the proba-
bilitythat a microphonein a coarsegrid will appear at such an angle is not
great.Coupledwith this, any unsteadinessin the ambientconditionswould
contributeto the reductionof corner effects.
Therefore,it seems that even if severe discontinuitiesexist in the ICS con-
struction,any directivitymodificationsresultingfrom them can be suppressed.
However,as discussedin the InterimPhase II Report (29),the problemis
preferablyeliminatedat the design stage by minimizing all such discontinui-
ties from the outset.The Boeing developedICS is an excellentexamplefor
full scale engines as is the NASA Lewis producedICS for the JTISD (23).
Acousticallythese designsare highly satisfactory.
6.4 The ICS Design SystBn
In the InterimPhase II Report (29)the main elementsof an ICS designwere
identified.They are:
o The criterionfor material selection.
o The ICS self generateddistortionconstraint.
o The ICS acoustictransmissionloss and directivityconstraints.
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The purpose of this section is to generate a design wocedure, that incorpor-
ates these elements,in terms of parametersreadily availableto the ICS de-
signer.The models detailedin the previoussectionsform the basis for the
ICS designsystem.
6.4.1 The ICS Locationand the CharacteristicDimensionof the Screen Material
From considerationsof acoustictransmissionloss it is necessarythat the ICS
be placedsuch that it is subjectedto a low throughflowvelocityand to an
approximatelynormal acousticincidenceangle. In additionthe pressureloss
acrossthe ICS shouldbe low enough so that engine operationis unaffected.
This also requiresa low throughflowvelocity.These observationsindicate
that the in-ductICS shouldbe rejectedin favor of the externallymounted ICS.
- The external flowfieldmay be dividedinto three regimes;the first, in which
the arnblentconditionsdominatethe velocityfield (i.e. Ambientwind speeds
are an order of magnitudehigher than engine inducedflow speeds),the second,
in which the engine inducedf10w dominatesthe field and the third in which
both flow fields are comparable.In the first region,the airflowwill vary
from normal to grazingincidencewith respectto the ICS surface. In conse-
quence,the velocityfield inside the ICS will be distortedand in part con-
vectedinto the inlet. In contrast,an ICS placed in the engine dominated
flowfielden an equipotentialcontourwill not create any incidenceinduced
distortion;however,since the incidentflow velocityvariesover this sur-
face. a total pressuredistortionis generateddownstreamof the ICS.This
total pressuredistortionmanifestsitselfas a streamwisevelocitydistortion
: that is suppressedby the subsequentflow contraction.The equipotentialcon-
tour placedin the engine dominatedflow region thus appearspreferable.How-
ever, the acoustictest window containsambientwind speeds of 3 nl/sand so
i_ the velocitiesat the ICS in an enginedominatedregionwould be of the order
of 30 _s. This would violatethe constraintsdiscussedat the beginningof
this sectson.
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Consequently, it is suggested that the Ice be placed in the third region and
be designed so that the engine induced velocity is 1.5 times the maximumam-
bient wind speed tn the test window. This ensures that air flows into the ICS
at all points and also that the pressure drop across the [CS is small. Corre-
spondi ngly any total pressure or streamwt se vel oci ty dt stortt on downstream of
the IC$ would be small and readily suppressed by the flow contraction. It is
unlikely that the velocity distortion woutd generat_ significant turbulence.
In view of the low distortions generated at such a surface tn this region, the
actual shape is probablynot of great importanceas long as it is roughly
hemispherical.This insensitivityto shape is borne out by BMT measurements
made wlth the P&WA, Boeingand NASA Lewis ICS's installed,where there was no
evidenceof distortionsintroduceddue to the shape of these ICS's.The radius
of the ICS can thus be determinedfrom the engine inlet velocityat its lowest
operatingconditionand the maximum ambientwind speed in the test window
The characteristicdimensionof the screenmaterial can now be determined.
The minimum turbulencetransversescale to which the engine is sensitivewill
have a correspondingvalue at the ICS surface
= £11/2( Amin ) ICS Amin B4
where the.contractionratio is that at the lowest enginespeed and maximum
anbientwind speed. Now in order for the ICS to act effectively,its charac-
teristicdimensionshould be roughlyan order of magnitudeless than the mini-
mum value of this scale at the ICS. This will ensure that turbulencescales
likelyto produceBPF tone noise will be suppressedby the screen,
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This dimensionrefers to the solid materialof the screen as well as the hole
diameterof both honeycomband perforatedplate or gauze.
A flow chart of these calculationprocessesis shown in Figure 108.
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Figure 108 Flow Chart for Determining ICS Location and Detall Dimensions
6.4.2 The Criterionfor ICS MaterialSelection
Two possiblecriteriafor screenmaterial selectionwere suggestedin the In-
terim Phase II Report (29).One requiredthat the material be chosen such that,
in same sense,the inflightfan face flow distortionfield was simulated.The
other criterionsuggestedthere was that the screenmaterial be chosen such
that all fan face inflow distortionsgeneratedupstreamof, and by the ICS, be
totallysuppressed.Both of thesecriteriawere confinedto those elementsof
the distortionfield outside of the nacelleboundarylayer that would generate
tone noise on interactionwith the fan.
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These criteriaare, each for its own reason,difficultto attain.The slmula-
tion criterion,in addition,if attainablewould strictlyrequirea different
materlal for each operatlng condltion whlle the total suppresslon of fan face
turbulenceis probablyimpossible.
It is therefore suggested that a more attainable criterion be that the ICS
material be chosen such that, in some sense, the fan face inflow distortion
encountered statically be less than or equal to that expected in flight. The
distortion field at the fan face has previously been Considered in two parts a
turbulent component and a steady (or quasi-steady) distortion. Following this
division, the quantity that is best suited as a measure of the turbulence
field at the fan face will now be examined in order to formulate the turbu-
lence distortion criterion for ICS design; subsequently the steady (or quasi-
steady) distortion component will be examined.
The detailed characteristics of a turbulent field are provided by the spectrum
tensor, a quantity most easily explained as the Fourier transform of the cor-
relation tensor. The diagonal elements of this tensor may be interpreted as
the distri bution of the energy associated with each velocity cemponent in wave
number space. If it is assumedthat the rotor-tur-bulence source is wimarily
due to the fluctuating lift on the fan blades then the element of the spectrum
tensor on which the source strength is most dependent is the up,ash element,
r (k)
nn -
This may be consideredas a surface, infinitein extent.Now Pickett (42) and
more recentlyGanz (36)have impliedthat not all of this surfacecontributes
significantlyto the level of BPF tones (i.e.only the energy in certainwave
numberranges contributesto BPF tones).This tone generatingpart of the
spec- trum surfacemay be definedby the inequalities,
kI < kl*
k2L "- k2 _ k2u
l°_
k3i' , k3 k3u
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]t should be.noted that the three dimensional spectrum is discussed here in
tenns of Cartesian wave numbers, whereas in view of tileinlet gemletry, t'lle
polar versions are more appropriate; however, it is assumed that locally tile
field may be represented in tileCartesian franc. There are then only a block
of waven_nbers at which turbulent energy produces BPF tone noise, Figure Ih9.
{In thls figure only two wave number c_ponents are represented, however the
surfaces is in all three components). The characteristics of this block are
dependent on engine size, fan blade number and engine speed. In terms of eddy
sizes, this wavenumber block defines eddy geo_etries that can generate RPF
tone noise upon interaction with the fan. A possible design criterion is,
then, that the turbulence energy density in this waven_ber range be less
statically than in flight. A simpler but approximate form of this criterion is
that all three one dimensional PSDs based on the wavenumber range of interest
be less statically than in Flight in the appropriate wavenumber ranges. This
would produce three designs in general. The differences in these ICS designs
reflect the difference in shape between the flight and static fan face upwash
spectra. If the shapes are similar the three screen designs would be similar
and the design system could be based on one PSD alone.
Figure 109 The Segment of I'nn (_) That Produces BPF Tone Noise (_n
Interact_Ion With a Rotor
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Assuming this to be the case, the one dimensional PSD Pn(k2 ) in the k 2
wave number range oF interest will be used in the ICS design criterion. Thus,
the criterionfor turbulencesuppressionis
Fn(k2) S <-Fn(k2) F
kI < kl*
k2L < k2 < k2u 86
k3L < k3 < k3u
To determinethe target value Fn(k2)F , the flightfan face upwash PSD, it
will be assumedthat the contractionin flight is negligible.Consequently,
the fan face turbulencefield will be assumedlocallyisotropicin the desired
wavenumberrange in the manner of the local flight atmosphericturbulence
field.That field is bestmodelled on a one-dimensionalPSD basis by the Von
Karmanspectrum (36). However,to evaluateFn(k2) F at the fan face, the
wavenumberranges of inequalityin Equation86 requiresknowledgeof the three
dimensionalspectrumrnn(k) . For this manipulationthe spectrumtensorthat
producesthe IsotropicDryden spectrum(36) is more suitable.The upwash ele-
ment of this tensor is
i,nn(k ) = I,ii sin 2 2yo+ I'22cos _ + CROSS TERM 87
NF
or i,nn(k) =
(k2 + _F2 )3
k12 2 2 2 k32 1
cos Yo + k2 sin Yo + + ODD TERM 88
This is derivedin AppendixD.
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TThe constantsNip and are chosen such that in the wavenumberrange,of
interestthe Dryden spectrumapproximatesthe abnospherlcVonKaman spectrum.
The determinationof Nv and _ is sllownin (36). The relationshipbetweenN, Y
and the varianceand integrallength scale of the turbulenceare discussedin
I AppendixD.
From l'nn(k_), the desiredone dimensionalPSDPn(k2) P can be dete_ninedfrom,
k3u k]*
Fn(k2)F = f f ,'nn(k) dkl dk3 89
k3L - kl*
With the aid of suitableapproximationsthis integrationcan be performedand
is shown in AppendixD. The result is
Fn(k2) F = 64N F (k3u - k3L ) k]* • .................................................... I
!
[4k22 in 2 + k3L] 2 _)s Yo _ k3u
The integrationlimits k3u , k3L and kl* are relatedto the range of
turbulencescales over which, upon interactionwith the fan, blade passing
tones are generated.Thus, if the turbulencescale ranges to which an engine
is sensitive and the atmosphericturbulenceparametersin flight,NF and _P ,
are known,the target flightfan face upwash PSD Fn(k2) p can be determined.
It is now necessaryto formulatethe second part of the inequality86, the fan
face upwash PSDFn(k2)sencountered staticallywith an ICS.To do this
it is helpfulto have a view of *he operationsand intermediatestates that
the abnosphericturbulencegor through, statically,on its way to the fan
face. These are shown schematicallyin Figure 110. As in flight,the atmos-
phericspectrumtensor is approximatedby the IsotropictensorFij in the
wavenumberrange of interest.This tensor is definedupon the appropriate
choice of us and _s (See AppendixD). Subsequentlythis turbulenceundergoes
contractionto the ICS.
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Figure I10 Flow Chart of the Processes to Which Atmospheric Turbulex_=e is
Subjected in Static Engine Operation
The nature of contractionfrom the atmosphererequiressome discussionin view
of the possibilityof an infinitecontractionratio.Firstly, it is necessary
to distinguishbetweenturbulencepresent in the atmosphereindependentof
engineoperationand that which relies upon the engine for its existence.It
should be recalledthat this sectionis concernedsolelywith the former type.
On running an engine,then, this turbulenceis ingestedinto the fan and for a
given engine conditionand IC$ configurationthe contractionratio from the
atnosphereto the ICS is determinedby the localmean-atmosphericwind speed.
If an engine is run in the FAR-36 test window,this contractionratio can vary
frO_ ,,,to small values-Xaround3). It is consequentlynecessaryto choose
themost appropriatevalue of the Ir,itial contractionratlo for the ICS design
system.
For the identificationof this contractionratio considerthe approximateone
dimensionalpost-contractionPSDs presentedin (36). An approximationis per-
-3
formed there by Ganz for_ •. I , where_ _I
This approximationis satisfiedin the statictest window.The post contrac-
tion PSD P2(k2) in terms of the pre-contractionwavenumberis given there as
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k2 A
where ._ and I' are functions of _- k2 A
Note that the shape is determined by ;_ and I' and thus by i- alone.
Now the pre-contraction wavenumher, k2A = k2B , wherek2Bis the post
contraction wavenumber and ' I,[IA , which from Ganz's model of the ingested
atmosphere (36) is a function of the contraction ratio by virtue of tilesamp-
ling of the ab_osphere by the capture streamtube, so that
htlA 1/2l_r c ,. g2
k 2A 93Thus ___
"1 -" k21 _ .._55 R°
k2A
i.e., _ is independent of contraction ratio, Correspondingly the shapes of
the post contraction PSDs in the transverse wavenumbers are independent of
contraction ratio, In addition, a small contraction is sufficient to transfer
most of the energ) in the streamwise wavenumber PSDs into the range where the
blade passing tone level is independent of axial length scale. In short the
tone generation capacity of the incoming turbulence is, above a low contrac-
tion ratio, independent of the distortion of the turbulence field and is
greater or lesser solely according to the post-contractlon upwash energy. The
initial contraction ratio must therefore be chosen to account for the highest
level of upwash energy encountered at the ICS in the test window.
The gleansquare value of the upwash velocity component at the ICS is
_:2 ..... .) ._ -_ ,
I'ltl 111 _"_!_ 'o I tl) .';ill'" _ O g4
which may be written in tenllsof the mean square value of the ab_tospherictur-
bulence velocity (isotrokic initial conditions assuned)
kill /i I t'O_;" 'o _ ,, _ ,'_ill" _0 tlA,_l ¢_5
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Iwhere a,1 and "2 are the mean square velocity component.ratios across the
initial contraction. Now using Prandtl's approximations
-2
_'l ] ' 1'2 1 96
p.
and Ganz's (36) expression for the initial variance of the atmospheric turbu-
lance field sampled by the capture streamtube,
i --_ -5/3
UAS _i 97
in Equation94 yields,
u---_" c°s2 Yo _ _i _ _in
Thus, the post-contractionupwash kineticenergy decreasesmonotonicallywith
contractionratio. In consequence,the contractionratio in the test window
that producesthe most severeturbulencefield at the ICS is the lowest value
In that window.Knowingthis contractionratio,togetherwith the initial at-
mosphericturbulenceconditions,the model summarizedin Section6.1 can be
used to determinethe turbulencecharacteristicsat the stationupstreamof
the ICS, providedthat the viscousdissipationfactor can be quantified.
Since the lowest initialcontractionratio in the test window occurs at the
designpoint, i.e., _I = 1.5, the contractiondistancewill be small compared
to the distancefrom the origin of the turbulence.Consequentlyviscousdecay
effectsare negligible.
At the entranceto the ICS then,from Equations28 and 29
99
u2 = u _ 2[_'IIUAS
and
Ul _'1I UAS
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since the initial contraction ratio will probably be less than 6.
Correspondingly, the integral length scales at tileIC$ from Equations 31, 32,
33, 34 and 35 are
R _ IL21 = L31 _:-_ [ I'AS
2 -2
L23 = L32 -- _ _II T'AS
100
= l --
LI3 LI2 _ _ II 2 LA S
4 -]/2
L22 = L33 = 7 i'll hAS
l'll = _ lI I'AS
These are the turbulent field conditions at the entrance to the ICS.
The ICS material can be described, for distortion suppression, in terms of the
parameters, .x (the flow angle ratio) and K, (the pressure drop coefficient).
These parameters have been discussed and defined in previous sections. If the
screen model of Section 6.1 is applied to the upstream flow characteristics,
the turbulent flow-field characteristics illmediatelybehind the ICS (neglect-
ing self generated turbulence) may be found. The mean square values of the
turbulent velocity components there are
u 2 u] 4 * 'l UA,q
101
1 '-_-_! l _ , - ,I; " -.2 .... -[ul T-7-,--i-'K ..... } I _.,_'_ i
While, according to the model, tim inte_a! length scales are unchanged and
r_main as in Equation I00 in order of magtitude. The turbelenee field is,
therefore, not isotropic downstream of the ICS although it is possible that
there Is equiI_rtition of energy _tween the velocity components. Thls field
is ti_encontracted to the fan face.
I,I(_
At this point it is necessary to make some commentsconcerning the inflow con-
trol structure material. If the inflow control structure is composed solely of
honeycomb,the transverse velocity components will be effectively suppre._,sed
while the streamwise turbulent velocity componentswill convect through the
honeycomblargely unaffected. In consequencethe turbulent energy distribution
will be strongly weighted in favor of the streamwise velocity component, im-
mediately downstreamof the inflow controlstructure.However,due to a) the
tendencyto isotropyin turbulentflows and b) the amplificationof the trans-
verse velocitycomponentsof turbulentflows under contraction,there is prob-
ably a rapid increasein the amplitudeof the transverseturbulentvelocity
componentdownstreamof the inflowcontrolstructure.Now if the extraneous
noise generatinginflow distortionis a steadyor quasi steadyvortex then it
is possiblethat a hone_omb may be sufficient,however it is probablynot
possibleto a) make this assessmentof the inflow distortionfield aprior or
b) if it can be made, epsure that this assessmentremainsvalid under all
conditionsof use of the ICS_In tb-is-case,the use of a resistiveelementin
the ICS would providea conservativedesign. It is therefore,in general,
necessaryand/orconservativefor an ICS to suppress both transverseand-
streamwisedistortionvelocitycomponentsi.e. the ICS should includeboth
resistiveand torqueabsorbingelements.
Now the contractionmodel of Section6 requires isotropicturbulenceas an
initialconditionand so to use this model, the design conditionof isotropy
is imposedon the ICS. Thus,while many ICS designscould satisfythe design
criterionof producingan upwash field at the fan face in static operation
less than or equal to that encounteredin flight,the one that producesequi-
partitionof the turbulentkineticenergy downstreamof--theICS is chosen.In
general,this will requirea resistiveelement (gauzeor perforatedplate)and
a torque absorbingelement (honeyconb).Equipartitionof the turbulentkinetic
energy require_that downstreamof the ICS
=--_- u I = u2 = u3
If it is assumedthat the two elementsact independentlyand in series,then
from Equation101
2 i + - KH 2
T 'H = +  p'+-gp r + ,,.+ KH IOZ
i47
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In view of the small initial contraction the integral length scale relation-
ships will exhibit roughly |sotropic characteristics and a scale representa-
tive of this field is
4 -1/2
L22 = _ _1 i LAS 103
, For the purposes of the final flow contraction the equipartitioned turbulence
i then, approximated by an isotropic field of
field downstream of the ICS is
characteristic length scale Lii L22 As noted previously the upwash field
resulting from the contraction of an isotropic field is dominated by the
transverse (azimuthal) velocity component in the contraction range encountered
on a test stand, hence
I Fn(k2)s " F2(k2)s 104
and F2(k2)s carlbe obtained from Ganz's extension of the Rlbner-Tucker
theory (33), thus
Fn(k2) S - ., I + _- + .i_- sin -I 1 - - -
... s
"Icss 105
K,"2 I'ICS
NICS = 3- 2 ...... '[CS = L22
"_ L,2 "2
where
k2 _
I_ = ..... 2 s = p  1
I F ' I(',q
The ICS subscript refers to the post-screen location and k 2 is the local post-
final contraction wave ntmber.
.- (k ,)..
With the formulation of n _ ..it is now possible to expand the design crl-
terion of Equation 86 with the help of Equations go and 105 so that the cri-
terion becomes
148
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2 2 327f NF LAS
i/2 2
£1F [iI UAS 106
This oriterion together with the honeycomb and perforated plate (or gauze)
characteristics and the equipartition constraint of Equation 102 constitute a
set of four equations in the four unknowns _P ' _II ' Kp , KH
(the characteristics of the two screen elenents), The honeycomb characteristic
does require knowledge of the cell diameter Reynolds number which can be found
from Section 6.4.1.
The sensitive wavenumber ranges can be determined from the work of Ganz (36)
and conservatively these are
* B
k I < k I = _ 107
__B 10B
k2L = 2RO- < k 2 < k2u - R° lOB
= B 10B
k3L 2--_--_ k 3 - k3u = -_--
o o 10g
A summary of the process whereby the atmospheric turbulence encountered sta-
tically at the engine fan face Is reduced to the flight level Is shown in
Figure I11 and a flow chart for determining the IC$ material characteristics
Is shown in Figure 112. The step-by-step calculation procedure Is presented in
Section 6.4.4.
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Figure 111 The Elements of the ICS Material Selection Criterion
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Figure 112 Flow Chart for Determining ICS Naterlal (Turbulence Criterion)
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The other elementof the externalfield that must be consideredis the steady
or quasi steady velocitydistortion.These can be in type either strea_lwlse
velocitydeficitsor vortices.Their originscan be surfacesover which the
air travelson its way to the engineor mid-airstagnationpoints.S_.and
structurecan be a sourceof both wakes and vortices,since variationsin flow
incidenceangle over the structurecan cause local separationover the body
and subsequentvortexro11-up.This phenomenonhas been observedin bluff
bodies,for instance(43). The variationin loadingover the supportstructure
leads to the formationof potentialvortex distributions.In addition,the
groundplane can producean ingestedvortexand also the lesser known vortex
originatingat a mid-airstagnationpoint (44). Protuberanceson the external
nacellehave also been observedas sourcesof steady (quasisteady)inflow
dlstortions.
The quantificationof the initialconditionsof these flow disturbancesis
difficultin view of the complexityof test stand geometriesand more work
needs to be performedin order to define them.
As with the atmosphericturbulence,a criterionfor suppressionof this type
of disturbancemust first be established.The steady inflow distortionin
flight is ill-definedand is due if it exists for differentreasons (e.g. air-
craft angle of attack)from those encounteredstatically.It is thereforesug-
gestedthat the amplitudevelocitycomponentsof the steady inflow distortion
field be reducedbelow the RMS value of the atmosphericturbulencefield en-
counteredin flight,or
/ ----2F
\_!:_ V '_,',I.' 110
! .-
_ 111
:'LI "
where _ indicatesthe amplitudeof the distortion.The right hand side of
these inequalitiesis readilydeterminedas in the first part of this section.
For the determinationof the left hand side of the inequalities110 and 111,
it will be assLsnedthat the streamwlsevelocitydistortionis suppressedby
the ICS independentlyof the suppressionof the transversevelocitydistortion.
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If the initial condition of the streamwise distortion Is AUIA then after the
initial contraction, using the model of section 6 (Equation 58) this deficit
at the ICS entrance will be
AUI = Eli -I AUIA 112
and assuming the honeycomb and perforated plate (gauze) act in series, the
deficit downstream of the I-CSis
_'II-I _UIA 1 +'_ + KH ----[_ ap ¥'Kp _ 113
AU 1
and after the final contraction at the fan face
AUI -- _IF _UIA 1 + _ + KH •
{ 1 + (Xp ,Xp Kp } 114• _1 + _Xp + Kp
Again as In the case for atmospheric turbulence ingestion, the maximum stream-
wise velocity distortion will occur at the maximum ambient velocity In the
test window, unless the wake generating structure lles in the region dominated
by the engine inflow (which i-sunlikely).
The stre_wise distortion criterion in Equation 110 is then
--i + i_H + KII ' _l + (_p + K_, < AUIA
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On pursuinga slmilarcourse wlth the transverse(vortlcal)distortion,the
inequalityof Equation111 becanes
u _
AP 116
_I_ '"11 ' LI2_ m_ix
Note here that the design criterionis independentof contractionratio due to
the invarlanceof a vortexunder contraction,l'hesetwo inequalities,together
with the honeyconband gauze (perforatedplate)characteristics,fore a set of
four relationshipsin four unknownswhich Gan be solved.A schematicof this
aspect of the design system is shown in Figure I13 and the step by step pro-
cedure is given in Section 6.4.4.
6.4.3 Other Design Aspects of an ICS
Variousobservationson the generalfeaturesthat should be incorporatedinto
an ICS have beenmade in this report and (29). In summarythese are:
o Discontinuitieswhetherof structureor profileshould be minimized in
order to minimizeself-generateddistortionsand directivitymodifications
to the radiationfield.
o The perforatedplate (gauze)transmissionloss criterionof Equation82
should be appliedto determinethe allowableplate (gauze)thicknessand
hole diametercombinations.
o The constructionof the ICS aft of the inlet plane is an open question.
Both bafflesand ICS screeningmaterial have been used in this region.The
nacelle boundarylayer is undoubtedlyaffectedby the conditionshere.
However,evidenceto date gatheredunder the JNRP has indicatedthat there
is no significantdifferencein the noise fields of either configuration.
In contrast,the work perfonB_din (21) showed that the noise field was
quite stronglydependenton the flow field in the boundarylayer. The
154
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Figure 223 Flow Chart for Determining ICS Materla2 (Steadg Distortion
Crlterion)
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sensitivity of the noise fleld to the nacelIe boundaryIayer undoubtedly
variesfrom fan to fan. It would be expectedthat an ICS open to the rear
would allow more accuratenoise measurmonts to be made at higherear
field angles.Nevertheless,the whole questionof simulationof the flight
nacelleboundarylayer, in static operation,needs more investigation.
o The use of two ICS materials in conjunctionleads to the possibilityof
flow blockagewhen holes do not match up. This problemcan be avoidedby
separatingthe two materialsor alternatelyensuringthat the mesh size of
one of the materialsis significantlygreaterthan the other. This latter
i solutionis quite acceptablein view of the degreeof latitudeallowedto
the detaileddimensionsof the ICS material (Equation85).
o The relativelocationof ICS materials,i.e., whether perforatedplate
should be placed upstreamor downstreamof the honeycombis probablyun-
importantas regardsthe suppressionof the noise generatingelementsof
the inflowfield. Itmay be that becauseof constructionrequirementsone
materialmay producegreaterdownstreamdistortionthan the other. In this
case, an indicationof the best configurationis provided.
6.4.4 The Step By Step ICS Design Procedure
I. Determineinlet velocityat lowestoperatingcondition- uo
2. Determinemaximum ambientwind velocityin test window- uA
3. Computedesign speed at ICS - Uic S
4. Determineinletradius - Ro
5. Computenominalradius of ICS - RiCS
V 2[)T(._.;
6. Determineblade number- I_
7. Computeminimum sensitivetransversescale - "rain
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8. Computefinal contractionratio (ICS to inlet) - _lP
U
U," _ utc s
9. Computeminimumsensitivetransversescale at ICS - (_m.i.n)[cs
( Xmin ) ICS _ _'IF [/2 _min
lO. Computecharacteristicdetail dimensionof ICS material- di(;s
II. ComputeReynoldsNumber of honeycombcell - Re
Re = [ UIcsv dlcs ]
AtmosphericTurbulenceDesign
12. Determlneengine helght- ". roughnessscale z static reference
height (engineheight)z , , static reference° '
speed in test window)UR_.F wind speed (max, wind
13. ComputeRMS value of turbulentvelocityin capturestream tube during
staticoperation- ,/----_
V UAS
_ .4, 4 RoW urn.:F/o %1/o -I/3V AS i/6 5/6
14. Computestaticcontractionratio - _'Is
tl
O
_lS :: ITA
(Note initial contraction ratio, from atmosphere to ICS, _'!l -- 1.5by dest gn)
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15. Compute characteristic length scale of turbulence in capture
streamtube during static operation - has
• :-: ]55 l_° _,i_,I/2
16. Determine, for flight operation, engine height z , rougbness
scale zo, flight reference height- zRR P, flight reference wind
speed - tIRE P
17. Compute RMS value of turbulent velocity in captm'e stream tube in
flight - / _ -2
VUAF
UAF2 .464 Ro 1/] URNp z -1/3.... ...... 71.,f(;" 5-7K-,"
18. Compute characteristic length scale of turbulence in capture
streamtube In flight - I,A)_
1,Al., == . 155 B.°
19. Compute limits of sensitive wavenumber ranges-k_ , k2u , k2L ,
k_Ii , k_i '
* B l 0B B
kl R ' k2!: k3u : _ ' k21, =: k._l_ " 2P,
20. Compute in flight turbulence field characteristics - "_I."' 'I.'
2 uAI.' I
NI" - _ - ' 'I" " hAl ,,
•,.. I,.M"
21. Determine blade relative inflow angle _t tip - _o
22. C(wnputecharacteristic length scale of turbulence behind ICS - h I C,%
,I I ,A,q
l, 1c.,4 -] ' 1i -i r[? i t > 1
I,A:: Ot Imrwisl_
I._8
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23° Compute the par_leters p and s
k21, 2 LICS 2
s :: p I 1
• p _ £i F
24. Compute maximum value of flow angle ratio product - '_p 'hi
i 32.._'As "(k3u-k31,)kl
_*p till= ___..._.
4 + + ]2
=> 25. Solve the equation for perforated plate (gauze) flow angle ratio -(*p
1 2t_p 3 + ,,p2 _ 1.21 np _i12/3
i -- = .866 i_p _tt
3
tip + 1.2/-
_,p + _p ,_11-.201 Re-l/4 nl_ [ _n _*p nit - 'n t_p ]
_p + ,_p (_i1 (1 + .201 Re-l/4 [tn L_I, c_ii - _n _l)] )
26. Compute resistance of perforated plate (gauze) - Kp
-2
Kp = 1.21 ,_p l
27. Compute flow angle ratio of honeycomb - '*II i
'_P LY'II i
28. Compute resistance of honeycomb - KII
Eli .201 R(,-I/4 ._n '_11
lSn
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Steady Distortion Design
29. Determine max!mira azimuthal velocity in vortex - U2A
30. Compute maximum value of flow angle ratio product - '_p '_li
31. Determine maximum pre-contractlon streamwise velocity deficit - SUIA
32. Solve the equation for the perforated plate (gauze) flea angle ratio -ap
2_,p3 2 _/u_+ ap - 1 .21 ,_p ,,
3 :- AUIA _iS
_p + 1.21
R(, -1/4 r ]
•tp _ _I_ Xll .201 / /. - ip (n ip '_11 - 11 _1)
.J( F
-])+ Xp all _ 1 -_ .201 Re -1'/4 L in % all - n
33. Compt)te resistance of perforated plate (gauze) - Ki,
m'_g--
Kp :: 1.21 '1' 1
34. Compute flow angle ratio of honeycomb - "11
'p Ill
_!{ ,p
35. Compute resistance of honeycomb - KH
KH - .201 lh,-I "'| ,n _ll
Conservative Design
36. C_npare resistance of perforated plate {gauze) for atmosl_mric
turbulence and steady distortion designs (Items 26 and 33). Choose
the larger - KI,
37. C(_npare Flow angle ratio of honeyco.., for atmospheric turbulence and
steady distortion designs. (It_ns 27 _nd 34). Choose smaller - 'll
38. Compute honeycomb length to diameter ratio - ,
L
,I H
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39. Determine perforated plate open area ratio from Baines and Peterson
plot Figure 114. - ,,
Perforated Plate Transmission Loss
40. Determine the maximum mach number of flow incident on the ICS - MICS.
41. Plot perforated plate thickness, Ip, against hole diameter dp
using the transmission loss crlterion at the 24th one - third octave
band.
= 5 [5. - ( MICSI ]2-]1/2_p-(I- (;p)dp. metersj_p .39.10-3 04 \2+Kp
42. Select a perforated plate thickness and hole diameter consistent with
the estimate of dic S in It_ 10. __
I04
J{
6.4.5 The Applicationof the ICS Design System to the JTgD and OTISD
The step by step ICS deslgn procedureis appliedin Flgures lIB and 116 for
the JTgD and JTISD engines•A comparisonbetweenthese designsand actual
ICS's constructedfor these enginesis shown below
JTgD|
Present
Noninal
Radius
I DetaiI 0067m oOg5m 0032m
i
Dimension
, (Honeycomb)
DetaiI .O03m .O04Bm .00157m
b Dimension
(Perforated
I Plate or Gauze)
i Thickness .0117m .0762m .0381m
(Honeycemb)
Thickness .O009m .0031m .00079m
(Perforated
Plate or Gauze)
Open Area 54% 51)_ 46%
Ratio (Perforated
Plate or Gauze
The most noticeabledifferencebetweenthe presentdesign and the P&_/Aand i
Boeing ICS designsis the much largerhoneycomblengthto diameterratios in i
these designs- P&WA B, Boeing 12, present 1,75. The P&WA and Boeing designs i
z
are very conservativein this respect.In other characteristicsof the design I
the P&WA and Boeingtieslgnsare generallyconservative•
1(_2
00NNNNNg_T._pN7
Jre.__o
ITEP STeP
U_ - I_;M_S _0 NF • 00_IJMIS _
UA * 41tM_ 1F - 2._$M I
t_c S * 6 It MrS _1 _o " _¸
H. • t I|M ?_ L|C 5 2.|:]M
H|CS • J47M _3 p il813
N • 4(i I 115.13
MIN • 016 M _4 np _iH 2 328 10 ]
26
_MIN|C5 • 061M Kp 272
10 dics - O( 1_6; MI ;_1 n H 4.084 10 Z
11 He • 7d40 28 K H ° 151
12 f Z • 4KSM ;_3 U?A o 4.11MIS
2_ _ 2M 30 _p _H • 11911 10 7
STATIC ZRE f • 4 |8 M 3_ _UIA _ 4 | I MI$
UR( F _ 411M/$ 32 *p • 81
33 IKp . 6
13 _ - .L_4M/$ _4 a H - 2 18_ 10 _
|4 _IS - _iG $S KH * 105
(1! - 1S 36 Kp • 27_
15 _A$ - _13M 37 o H - 4._4 10 .316 ( 120 38 I_ld • 1.7S
_L_HI" _EF • 10M
U_E F • _>__ M/S
I? _ • 0_8 M/$
18 LAF 4_M
_ _ MSmM_
_U M_$M1
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Figure 215 ICS Design Process for the JT9D
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Figure 226 TCS Design Process for the JTISD
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JT150
Present NASA
D_esi_ Lewis (ICDI)
Nominal Radius ,/bin -Tin--
DetailD imension .00238m .0063m
(Honeycomb)
DetailDimension
(Perforated PIate .OO3m .0064m
or Gauze) .0013m
Thickness .0055m .05m
(Honeycomb)
Thickness .O009m .O006m
(PerforatedPIate
or Gauze)
Open Area Ratio 54% 40_
(PerforatedPlate
or Gauze)
Again this comparisonsbows a much greaterhoneycomblength to diameterratio
than would be requiredby the presentdesignsystem - NASA Lewis 8, present,
2.31. The detaileddimensionsof the screenmaterial are also somewhatsmaller
for the presentdesignthan the NASA Lewis design.In addition,the open area
ratio of the NASA Lewis gauze is more conservativethan the presentdesign. It
should be noted that in both of these calculationsestimatesof the steady
(quasisteady)distorti_1field were made. Both vorticaland axial velocity
distortionswere assumedto he of the order of the maximum ambientwind _peed.
6.4.6 Summaryof theMain ICS Desig_Characteristics
o The ICS sbould be localedexternalto the engine in a regionwhere, within
the ambientwind test window,the engine inducedflow is somewhatgreater
than the maximum aubientwindspeed.This locationis probablythe best
I:. compromisebetweenthe follewingrequirements.
a) ICS generatedflow distortionsto be gnall enough that no additional
extraneousBPF tone energy is _nerated.
b) Pressure drop acrossthe ICS to be low enough so that the fan operat-
ing l_)intis _affected.
I(_4
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,. c) Flow throu_lhthe ICS to he low enough so that acoustic transmission
loss is negligible.
d) Steady or quasl-steady vortices to be suppressed sufficiently far
i
L upstre,_nof the inlet so that tileresidual axial ve_,ocitydistortion
i can be.suppressed by the flow contraction.
' o The shape of the ICS is to some degree flexible and while a basically
i_emlsphericaldesi_ is suggested in this report, any shape that does not
create inflow distortions is acceptable.
_{ o Whether to mount the ICS on an impervious backplate or continue the screen
to the engine nacelle has not been resolved. This question must be ad-
dressed in conjunction with flight boundary layer simulation considera-
tions.
o Discontinuities in the ICS should be minimized both for acoustic and flow
distortion reasons.
o In view of the transfer of enerqy between transve-r-seand streamwise velo-
city components in a turbulent field subject to contraction, it is neces-
sary to suppress all three velocity components. Consequently, the ICS
should contain both a resistive element (perforated plate, gauze) and a
torque withstanding element (honeycomb). If the inflow distortion field is
dominated by steady or quasi-steady vortical elements and inflow turbu-
lence is not a significant noise generator, the resistive element may be
redundant, however in general this situation cannot be identified a priori.
However, if this situation exists the use of a resistive element produces
• a conservative desi_.
o The relativv location of these two elements is probably not important as
rega_'dsdistortion suppression. However, other considerations, such as
protection of the honeycomb, may suggest a preferred arrangement.
o The characteristics _! the ICS eIellentsare defined by the desiqn system
of Section 6.4.4.
1(,5
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l.O THE ASSESS_NT OF THE ICS DESIGNSYSTEM (TASKH)
During the Boeing/Pratt& WhitneyAircraftJoint Noise ReductionProgram, data
were gatheredusing pressuretransducersmountedon the bladesof a JT9D fan,
with an ICS in place.These transducerswere discussedin (29) and there it
was indicatedthat it is not apparent,in general,which particularstimulusa
BMT is respondingto. This is especiallytrue when an ICS is in place.In view
of this situationthe capacityfor assessmentof the ICS designsystem using
BMT data is reduced.It was howeverassumedthat the B_ with an ICS in place
was respondingto the inflowvelocityfield and the assessmentprocedurewas
exercised.In addition,hot film data taken duringthe JNRP providedanother
and independentopportunityfor assessment.
7.1 The AssessmentProcedure
The assessmentis made by cot_Daringa theoreticalprediction,using elements
of the ICS designsystem,with an estimateobtainedfrom measured data. The
quantitythat was comparedwas the one dimensionalPSD of the upwashvelocity
componentin the azimuthal,k2, direction.A theoreticalpredictionof this
PSD is directlyobtainablefrom the ICS designsystem.The estimateof this
PSD,_I_{k2 },using BMT datarequiressome discussion.
The BMT samplesthe velocityand pressurefields along a spiral path, at an
angle (_ to the fan face, in the mean flow fixed coordinatesystem,Figure
117. It respondsto duct fixed pressureand velocityfields and by averaging
the signal on a once per revolutionbasis, this duct fixed or steady field may
be determined.This and other operationswere performeddigitally.The steady
contributionto the BMT signal is subtractedfrom the total signal to produce
the duct unsteadyfield pressuresighai.This duct unsteadysignal is assumed
to be due to perturbationsin the incomingvelocityfield. The PSD of the un-
steady pressuresignal,P(f), may thus be determined.
I h(_
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Figure 117 Sampling of the BMT Pressure Signal--
Now as shown in (28) the response function of the BMT has been estimated by
using hot film and BMT data gathered at the sane circumferential location In
the engine inlet. However, due to the s_mp}ing rate of the BMT, the uppeF fre-
quency limit of the empirical part of the response function was about 20 Hz,
and above this, a Sears function fon_ was assumed. This is justified, for in
the frequency range of interest, the angle of incidence of a given wave does
not cause a significantly different response from the Sears function (see
(45). It should be noted that while it is expected that the BMT response func-
tion will have a similar form to the Sears function+ the two functions are not
directly caBparable. The BMT response function describes the surface pressure
response while the Sears function is a measure of the llft response of the
blade. With the response function and the pressure PSD, the upwash velocity
PSD,t'_i_(f)canbe found.
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The velocityof the blade at the BMT radial locationis known and so the
pen I."(f) may be transformedintowavenumberspace, using the frozen turbu_
fence assumption,so that
i.' k :, 2,r Mrno 117
" ': : %(fI
I where kr is the wavenumbercomponentalong the ,piral path a.,JMr is the
! BMT flow relativeMach number.Finally if the turbulencefield is made up of
_longeddies',due to the contraction,the wavenumberdirectionsare substan-
tiallyazimuthaland consequently,Pn ( k2 ),can be determined
Pn k2 _ rcos,l, --" Vn (kr) cos* 118
In this manner the requiredupwash velocityPSD was obtainedfrom the measured
BMT pressuresignal.The predictionof this PSD from the ICS design system
elementswas perf_n_edusing equation86. The input variableswere those pre-
vailingat the time the BMT data were acquired.The computationwas performed
at severalvaluesof the wave number componentk2 in the range of interest.
The comparisonbetweenthe theoreticalpredictionof the upwash velocityPSD,
Fn (k2) using Equation105 and an estimateof the same PSD usin? BMT data,
as describedabove, is shown in the tabulationbelow.
k2 Fn (k2)
m-I Estimate N/m Predicted
From Using
BMI Data Equation 104
2.31 1.56 10-2 1.6 10-4
4.62 1.71 10-2 5.49 10-5
6.93 3.45 10-2 2.69 10-5
9.24 6.17 10"2 i.52 I0"5
11.59 8.45 10-2 g.79 10-6
'- ................... 'O00 Ooc)02'TS
The predicted values are very much less than the values obtained from the BMT
data and the shapes are different.This is also true for estimatesobtained
from other BMTs. Thus in view of tilereservationsexpressedpreviouslyabout
the BMT responsethls comparisonis inconclusive.
In additionto blade pressuredata, unsteadyinlet velocityfield information
was gatheredfrom an arrayof split films mounted on a probe. This probe is
describedin (29).Both azimuthaland streamwisevelocitymeasurementswere
made-lnsideand outsideof the nacelleboundarylayer with an ICS in place. No
informationwas acquiredspatiallyin the azimuthaldirectionand hence these
data could not be used to estimateFn (k2). However,the streamwiseand
azimuthalvelocitycomponentintensitieswere found and are shown--inFigure
118 (this data was previouslypublishedin (13)),from which an estimateof
the upwash velocitycomponentintensitywas obtained using Equation23. Taking
averagevalues of the componentintensitiesoutsideof the boundary layer,the
upwash velocitycomponentintensitywas found to be approximately.5%.
A theoreticalpredictionof this quantitywas made by using Equation105 of
the ICS designsystem.A numericalintegrationwas performedover k2 to give
the theoreticalvalue of the mean square value of the upwash velocitycompon-
ent, from which the intensitywas computedand found to be approximately.25%.
7.2 Conclusions
o Using BMT measurementsto determinethe upwash velocityPSD, Fn (k2),
there is a large discrepancybetweenthismeasured value and the value
predictedusing ICS design systemelements.This indicateserrors in the
designsyste_ and/ora source of excitationof the BMT in additionto the
inflow velocityfield.
o The agreementbetweenpredictedand measured valuesof the upwash turbu-
lence intensity(obtainedusing hot films) is comparativelygood. This
providesSupportfor the ICS design system.
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!8.0 CONCLUSIONS
I,
I A seriesof experimentshave been conductedto evaluate the theoreticalmodels
to be used in the ICS designsystem.The major observationsmade duringthis
test programwere
L_
i o The flow contractionamplifiesthe transverseturbulentvelocitycom-
ponent and at low contractionratios, It suppressesthe stream-wise
velocity mponent.At high con ractionratios the streamwiseturbu-
lent velocitycomponentincreases,althoughit did not attain the
startingvalue.
o Steadystreamwise-velocitydeficits are suppressedrapidlyby the
flow contraction.The azimuthalvelocitycomponentof a streamwise
alignedvortexwas substantiallyunchangedby the flow contraction.
The streamwisevelocitydistortionassociatedwith the vortexin-
creasedin amplItudeand extent.
I o The turbulencedata gathereddownstreamof both honeycomband perfor-
ated plate was contaminatedwith self generatedturbulence.The honey-
combscreen suppressedthe transverseturbulent veloclty fleld.
o Steady stre_wise velocitydeficitsare suppressedaccordingto the
resistanceof the screen. I.nthe resistancerange studiedhere, the
higherthe resistancethe greaterthe suppression.The azimuthalve-
locityfield of the vortexwas totallysuppressedby the honeycombs
and somewhatreducedand dispersedby the perforatedplates.The
streamwlsevelocitydistortionassociatedwith the vortexincreased
on convectionthroughthe honeycomband the 66 percentopen area per-
forated plate.
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o The resistanceof perforatedplate is adequatelypredictedby theory,
The resistanceof the honeycombis dependenton the entrancecondi-
tions and thls precludesaccu_ate estimatesof the resistancefor an
arbitraryhoneycomb.However an estimatemay be made, by doubling
Bl_lus' expression(Equation6).
o The transmissionloss of the thinnest honeycombs(.95 om and 1.27 on)
is negligibleand invarlant with throughflowspeed. The thickest
honeycomb(2.54 cm) has a transmissionloss that increasedwith
throughflowspeed to 2dB at 12.19m/s.
o The transmissionloss of the 66_ open area perforatedplate is neg-
ligibleat the lower speeds (9.14m/s and 6.t m/s) but increasesto
2dB at 12.19 m/s. This attenuationis constantin I/3 octave band.
The 41% open area perforatedplate transmissionloss decreasedwith
frequency and changeslittlewith throughflowspeed.The transmission
loss is significantat the lower I/3 octave bands.
o The presenceof honeycombpanel cornersand structurecan disturbthe
radiationfield of a simple discretesource by significantamounts.
The higherthe frequencythe higherthe disruptionof the radiation
Field.
Subsequentlythe ICS designsystemmodels were modified to accountfor the
resultsof the test programwilerenecessaryand these modifiedmodels were
shown in Section6. A transmissionloss designcriterionwas establishedfor
the ICS and the effect of discontinuitiesin the structureon the radiation
field was exaunined.It was concludedthat:
o Discontinuitiesin the ICS structurecould affect the radiationfield of
discretetones significantlybut the broadbandradiationfield on a I/3
octave band basis would be substantiallyunmodified.
I72
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o It was found that small sourcephase variationswere sufficientto wash
out the effect of the ICS discontinuitieson the discretetone radiation
field, and it was suggestedthat controlledvariationsin enginespeed of
the order of 0.5 percentbe made to accomplishthis.
The ICS design procedureis describedon a step by step basis in Section 6.4
and the procedureis exercisedfor the JT9D _nd JTISD.The designsproducedby
this procedureare similarto those alreadyconstructedfor those enginesby
Pratt & WhitneyAircraft,Boeing and NASALewis. The most significantdiffer-
_ ence is in the honeycomb _/d ratio where the physical ICSs have a substantial
_ overkill.The assessmentof the procedurewas made in Section7 using BMT andhot film data. It was concludedthat:
i
!_ o The hot film data providedsome supportfor the validityof the ICS design
system.
o The BMT data providedlittle supportfor the validityof the ICS design
system.It was suspectedhoweverthat the BMTs were respondingto excita-
tions in additionto the inflow velocityfield which for the purposeof
ICS design assessmentwere extraneous.
The similaritybetweenthe ICS design producedby this procedureand actual
ICSs is also encouragingin view of the proveneffectivenessof those designs.
I"3
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APPENDIXA
FLOW MEASUREMENTINSTRUMENTATIONAND ACCURACY
MeasurementType I. (Mean Velocityin the Duct)
For mean velocitymeasurementsin the duct (30.49 to 121.g5 m/s), a wedge type
3 hole pressureprobe was used. The probe has a 15° includedangle, .?92cm
width at the trailingedge and .051 on diameterpressuretap. The probe has
one total tap (PTp) and two static taps (PA& PB locatedone on each
side). Two certifiedpressuretransducers,2.54 and I01.6 cm H20 F.S., were
used to cover the full range of pressures.
A completecalibrationincludedvelocitiesof 34.45, 78.96 and 123.2m/s. At
each velocity,yaw anglesof +.5% and +I°. This accuracyappliesto the
whole system which includesthe probe,transducerand vollmeter(theseine
system componentswere always used togetherthroughoutthe tests). The system
is shown in Figure 119.
PT PA
ONE TOTAl. PRESSURE TAP |IT) TRANSDUCER
TWO STATIf; PRESIURE TAPS IPA. PB) 1
PA P8
'_RAN_DUCER Dtl VOLTMETER
2
Yiqure 119 Wedqe Probe Sqstem
17,4
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The usual mode of operationof this type of probe is to rotate the probe until
it is alignedwith the flow stream (as determinedby the two statictap
readingsbeing the same). Becauseof the small flow angle range expected in
this test, the probe w_s operated in the fixed anglemode. The velocity
(magnitudeand angle)was determined from pressurereadings (PTP-PAand
PA-PB).
MeasurementType 2. (Turbulencein the Duct)
For turbulencemeasurementsinside of the duct (24.39to 121.95 m/s), X-array
probeswith hot-wiresensorswere used. The probe testedwas TSl model 1227
with a 9 un diameter,.279 cm long W wire sensor.-The sensor was operated at
300°F overheatusing a TSI model I053A anemometer.
The system accuracyfor X-arrayprobeswhen usedw-i-thlinearizersand
sum/differenceamplifiers(to obtain turbulencecomponents)is estimatedto be
„	<– Thesystem is shown in Figure 120.
ANEMOMETER LINEAIZER VOI-TMETERACR_X,ARRAY HOT WIRE Pt_OBE A D
9_M TUNGSTEN WiRE -- $_l_1
O_FFEnENCE Q
AMPLIFIER
VOLTMETER
17SL
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MeasurementType.3. (MeanVelocityAhead of the Duct)
For mean velocitymeasurementsahead of the duct (2.44to 12.2m/s), a single
elementhot-wiresensor was used. The probe te_tedwa_ a TSI mndel 1210 with
a 9 um diemeter,.559cm longW wire sensor. The sensorwas operatedat
300°F overheatusing a TSI model 1053A anemometer.k
To determinethe accuracy,three pre-testand one post test calibrationswere
( performed. The calibrationvelocityrange was 1.83 f.n20.12 m/s and three
probeswere involved. Based on 12 sample comparisons,the accuracywas found
I to be +2.8%. The post test and pre-testcalibrationsagreedwithin 2.7%.
J This accuracyappliesto the probe, anemcniuterand voltmeter. The system
accuracyfor X-arrayprobes when used witt,linearizers and sum/difference
amplifiersfor mean velocity(magnitudeard angle)measurementsis +5.0% and
+3°. The systan is silownin Figure 121.
mm
i ,
SINGLE ELEMENT HOT WIRE PROBE _ DC
9,uM DIA. WIRE ANEMOMETER VOLTMETER
Fi,H_t¢" !_'] .'_ill07¢' /lot N.ire_ ._tl_tt_n)
MeasurementType 4. (TurbulenceAhead of the Duct)
For turbulencemeasuroi=entsahead (_fthe duct (2.44 to 12.2m/s), X-array
probeswith hot-wiresensorswere i_sed.The probe testedwas a TSI model )240
with a 9 um dia_eter,.II0" longW wire sen_:or.The sensorwas operated at
300°F overheat_J_inga TSI model I053A anemometer.
I7t_
The system accuracyfor X-arrayprobeswhen used with linearlzersand
sum/differenceamplifiers(to obtain turbulencecomponents)is estimatedto be
+6.3%. The system is shown in Figure 120.
A summaryof measurementaccuraciesis given in Table AI.
TABLE A-I
MeasurementType __ Instruments Accuracy (2 s.d.)
I. Mean Velocityin the Duct Wedge pressureprobe,transducer, __5%, 10
2. TurbulenceintheDuct ........Same as type 4. Correlationfactor Same as type 4
of 1.36must be appliedfor scale
effect.
3. Mean V_locityAhead of 9_m x .220"Hot-wire probe, 2._
the Duct anemometer,voli_neter
Linearizer 29(
Sum/DifferenceAmplifier I%
System' 5.0%, 30
4. TurbulenceAhead of the g m x .110"Hot-wire probe, _ 3.9%*
Duct anemometer,voltmeter
Linearizer 2%-
Sum/DifferenceAmplIfier 1%
System: 6.3%
*Estimateblsed on steady state calibrationdata and user experience
Post test calibrationagre, with pre test within 1.7%
177
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APPENDIXB
TiE INVARIANCEOF THE POTENTIALVORTEX
VELOCITYFIELD UNDER AXISYMMETRICCONTRACTION
Applyingthe conservationof circulationto particlesin a vortexs,bjectto a
circularaxisynwnetriccontraction(Figure122) produces
U2A tAIl CA
U2B 'BI CB
Figure 122 The Axisummetric Contraction of a Vortex
/ U2., d,qA _ / 112B dSB Ilq
CB _'1_
u..._ { ,-_ } "A u2,_ (%) % 1_.o
but for a potentialvortex circulationis constantat any radius
u.!B { 'B } "B "2B ( ",', ) "A 121
Thus s.bstitutingfor u21_ { ,B tB in 120
u "A ) { ",,_ ) 12PPA II2F,
i.e.,the azimuthalvelocityfield is Invariant.
17S
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APPENDIXC
THE MODIFICATIONOF THE VORTEX STREAMWISEVELOCITY
ON CONVECTIONTHROUGHHONEYCOMBAND PERFORATEDPLATE
a) Honeycomb
ApplyingBernoulli'sequationacross the airfoil (followingBatchelor)
yields (Figure123):
2 l ( UIA 2 2 U3A 2 ) 123p,,, + p U, - AH _ + _, + U2A
A
4,JO PA |PIA (12A _ HONEYCt'*_MB _
-- . lw. P • CONSTANT Pt_. UtB
LIIB. U2B - 0 Le2H
TIp
VOR_FX
AIRFOIL HONEYCOMB
OR
PERFORATED
PLATE
Figure 123 The Convection of a Vortex Through Honevcomb
If the radial velocitycomponentis neglectedthen
uIA2 2 (_L,. ) + U 2 2 2 kl! 124:= ,q - PA .. U2A - ,T
throughoutthe vortex. AI!is the total pressureloss due to viscous
effectsat the airfoilsurface.The staticpressure distributionin the
vortex,i,A , is a functionof the azimuthalvelocityfield.EquationC2
i|]ustratesthe point made in the text that the axial velocityfield
dependson the relativemagnitudesof the pv'essureloss acrossthe
airfoil and the azimuthalvelocityfield.
17_)
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Now
U12 2..^ _ H... 125
Then ifAUhA = U UlA , Equation124 becomes
UIA + U ) MIIA = 2 U2A2 2 <%H 126
.., . ,_ ( t_... - I'A ) + + ;'T
and if uIA -_u,<,
Then
i I 2 PA) + U2A2 + 2 I 127
_Ui^-2U I-: (_>''- 7 allI
Consideringnow the flow across both airfoiland honeyconb(seeFigure 122)
and again appl_ng Bernoulli'sequationgives
] 2 ½ U2B2p.,.+ _ ,, [I., ._II- AllS : [_B + '" 128
where AFIS is the pressureloss throughthe _oneycomb.
Solvingfor t,'21_,
u2B _ _ T ( !',- !_i_) i u,.2 ,2 ( .%11+ AII_;) 129
If again the deficit is ass_ed small
I 2 2 I 13o
_t,_ _-_..t-- (i,.--i,i,) .-.(.,_i.,.%,._)i
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Now if Equation 127 is subtracted from 130,
Aun,_,uh ,^., _ .%^2,
or
AUiB } _ } U2A2
a Ui_ IN + .............. 132
" :: f U AtII,A ( PB I'A + AIIs I "i_O AUIA
Assuming that the total pressure loss across the honeycomb is constant and
equal to the loss at ,,,
Then A!ls = ( PA - P., )-, 133
Downstream of the honeycomb, the azimuthal velocity component is zero and
consequently the static pressure gradient cannot be maintained and the static
pressure will become uniform so that
PB = PB,,, 134
Substituting Equations 133 and 134 into Equation 13Z gives
2
&UIB 1 I ) U2A 135
_UIA = i + oU,, _UIA (PA-" - I'A I [YO,,,&UIA
NOw in a vortex
2
dp _. 0 U2A 136
r
so that
U2A2
PA,,' - I;A _ i, f .... drr 137
r
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Substitutingthls expressionin Equation135
i The integralIs always positive,the Initi(,ldeficitAUIA may be positive
I' (wake)or negative (jet).The honeycombthus amplifiesa vortexwake deficit
and suppressesor invertsa vortexJet. In both cases the distortionshape is
changed.
For the maximum axial deficit (excess)ratio acrossthe honeycomb,assume a
Rankinevortex (themeasured azimuthalvelocityfields can be approximatedby
I a RankineVortex)so that
o
and the ratio becomes
,)
3UIB max U..A;_max
= ] _ 14C
3UIA max 2U 3UIA max
b) PerforatedPlate
If the azimuthalvelocityfield is not destroyedas in the case of the
perforatedplate Equation128 is replacedby
' 2 _ (U 2 1,2B2 ) 141p. _ _ , II - AlI _H,; P}_ _ = ' l)_ +
and so for a small deficit,
I _ I U2'_2 142
.... 00000002_TSG
Recalling Equation 127 and subtracting it from Equation 142,
(U2B2 - U2A 2 ) 143
l l'I_ PA 4 All(; + -.--,-_D]I......
now
U2B = '_ [12A 144
Thus
AUIB = 1 _ 145
() U,, AUIA + + 2U,_,AUIA
Again assuming AIIs -- ( PA - PB ),o
AUIB 1
, I
+ U2A2 (K_2-1) 146
2U AU2A
If further a Rankine vortex is assumed on both sides of the perforated plate,
then
2 (i - 2 ) 147t_UIB max U2A max
=I+--
AUIA max _?U AUIA max
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APPENDIXO
THE UPW_H VELOCITYELEMENTOF THE SPECTRUMTENSORAND THE TARGET (FLIGHT)ONE
DIMENSIONAl.PSD AT THE FAN FACE.
The upwashvelocity,assuminga frozen turbulencefield,may be determined
from a simplerotation of the Cartesiancoordinates,Figure 124, and writtenas
148
U n (x) = - U I (x) sin Yo + u2 (x_) cos Yo
I:
u2
|
U n
uI
Figure 124 The Turbulence Upwash Velocit9 Component
If the three dlmensiona|correlationis computedand Fourier transformed,the
relationshipbetweenthe spectrumtensorsIs found to be
2 2 149
T' (k) !" (k) sin + " (k) cos + cross terms;
'nn -- ll -- 'o : 22 - 'o
/ )
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Now for an Isotroplcfield of the Drydentype
2 t k._ ",1 kl t. 3 150
and the cross terms are odd
.............. _0 + k 2 cos _o _ k3_ 151
I'lln ( k 2 I }2)3 t'°s2 2 2 ',
+ odd tol.'lll_
2 1where
"11--2], -
h
Now the one sided one dimensional PSi) over the ranges
k I • k I , k21 ' -_ k 2 ,. k2u , and k31 ' " k 3 k jr I is
k 1 k ._U
l_n (k2)2 f f ,,l,ln (k) dkj dk.l 152
t
k 1 k II,
The k 3 inte_'ation is first performed by approximating the inte.qrand with
its value at the mid point in the k 3 wave number ran_, so that
k.:iU 153
J I',m ( .k") ,Ak ?,
2
kjh
? ? _ ., k _1, k k
- ' , ' '- t) .... _,_ H,
I
I k I + k, I k _IU II,
. - m ......
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substituting this in Equation 152 yields
Fn ( k 2 ) -" 32N (k3u- k31, ) 154
k 1
+k 2 2 2
4k22 sin2 Yo +(k3 U 3L) + 4k I cos _o
, _k j 3 dkl
But over the integration range
155
and 4k22 sin2 Yo + ( k3u + k3L ) 2 _. 4k12 cos2 _o
156
The integral in Equation 154 can then be approximated so that
_._ Fn (k2)--_ --__64N(k3u k,,, )kl sin= _o + (k3u + k]l ' 157
|.
---_ in the ranges k 1 • kl ' k21' k2 < k2u ' k3L _ k3 _ k3u Equation 158
_- is then the target (flight) PSD that is to be aimedfor on the static test stand
i with an ICS.
IM(_
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